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WEEKLY NEW ERA.
ONE DOLLAR A YEAR. HOPKINSVILLE, CHRISTIAN COUNTY, KENTUCKY, FRIDAY, DECEMBER 4, 1908
SUIT AGAINST ASSOCIATION FOR
FIVE THOUSAND OF THE MEMBERS
PADUCAH, Ky., Dec. 3.—Allega-
tions of a sensational nature are con-
tained in a petition filed in the Mc-
Cracken circuit court for a receiver
for the Planters' Protective associa-
tion of Kentucky, Tennessee and Vir-
ginia.
The suit is the climax to general
dissatisfaction among the members of
the "Black Patch" over the manner
In which their tobacco in pool has
been handled. The farmers want to
sell their 1908 crop on the loose leaf
market and wish also to dispose of
the tobacco in pool, but the associa-
tion officials declined to accede to
their wishes.
With oapable management, it is al-
leged, all of the 1906 and 1907 crops
could have been sold at a satisfactory
figure, but it is charged that fraud,
.malfeasance and negligence have been
practiced; that the association officers
have taken the farmers' tobacco, bor-
rowed money on it from the banks at
6 per cent, and loaned it to the farmer
at 8 percent.
The plaintiffs sue to recover the 2
per cent overcharge, which is approx-
imated at $25,000.
Further, it is charged that the offi-
cers are holding more than $50,000
derived from the sale of tobacco be-
longing to the plaintiffs and which
they refuse to distribute, with the in-
tention of converting it to their own
use upon the dissolution of the asso-
ciation, and that the officers have and
are diveiting large sums of money un-
der the guise of paying salaries and
expenses to themselves.
In .asking for a receiver the plain-
tiffs state that large quantities of the
tobacco and fully $100,000 in money
are in danger of being lost to the
plaintiffs.
The plaintiffs are: Lee 'Walters, T.
A. Greenwell, Ed. Willett and J. M. tors of The Acme Mills 
&
Fuller, each in their own right, and company, held at their office
a semi-annual dividend of 4 per cent.
was declared on the common' stock
out of the net earnings for the six
months ending Nov. 30, 1908, and the
same was made payable at their office
on January 1, 1909.
J. B. GALBREATH,
Sec'y and Treas.
dandw
in Paducah, and the prizing company
at Kevil, Ky.
IN INTEREST
OF EDUCATION
Dividend No. 12.
for the use and benefit of 5,000 other
persons in Kentucky and Tennessee,
against the Planters' Protective asso-
ciation of Kentucky, Tennessee and
Virginia; C. H. Fort, E. T. Bondudant,
F. G. Ewing, John D. Scales, George
Snawden, Mrs. N. E. Greene, John B.
Allen, Joel B. Fort, W. E. Frazier, A.
N. Veal and John McKeage, the offi-
cers of the association; the Farmers'
Tobacco Prizing & Storage company;
Western District Warehouse compa-
ny, Z. C. Graham & Co., and Frank
McMurry.
The two warehouse companies are
The "Whirlwind Campaign" on be-
half of education in Kentucky will
sweep Christian county Saturday.
Dr. George Ramsey, a noted educa-
tor, will speak at the following times
and places:
Pembroke at 10 o'clock, a. m.; HOp-
kinsiville, at 2 o'clock p. m.; Crofton,
at 7 o'clock p. m.
The meeting in this city will be held
at the tabernacle. An attractive pro-
gram, including the singing of nation-
al airs by school children, has been
arranged.
This week from one end of the state
to the other speakers will address the
people on the subject of education in
general and the new education law
of Kentucky, and it is hoped that as
a result every one of the 119 counties
will be aroused as never before to the
need of the reconstruction of the
school system and the blessings of
education.
It is a great work that the friends
of education undertake this week.
There could be no more patriotic task
than the one they are engaged upon,
and their efforts deserve complete
success.
At a meting of the board
December 2, 1908.
of direc-
Elevator
this day,
CITY OF PINE BLUFF IS SAVED.
PINE BLUFF, Ark., Dec. 3.—The
course of the river was changed to-
day by use of dynamite and the city
Is saved.
Christmas Will Soon Be Here
And you will want something in the way of
,Magazines and Newspapers as gifts to
your friends, renewals or new subscrip-
tions.
•
Why Not Order To-Day?
If you prefer having a catalogue, before
ordering, call 705, Cumberland, and you
will receive catalogue by next mail.
R. J. Carothers. Jr.,
SUBSCRIPTION AGENCY.
ft WANTED
1 Turkeys Turkeys
•Good fat ones, delivered not
er than Dec.
Don't fail to see us for prices. Call, write or phone
The Haydon Produce Company
.Cumb. Phone 26-3, Home Phone 1322.
E. 9th St., near L. & N. Depot. HERBERT L. HAYDON, Mgr
VOLUME XXVII, NO. 46
REPORT IS ISSUED MK EWING COMING
ON THE TOBACCO CROP IS MADE
PUBLIC.
Conditions In All Sections are Set
Forth—The Hopkinsville-Clarks-
ville District.
The department of agriculture has
just completed a report on the to-
bacco crop. this year.
The following table shows the yield
per acre and quality by districts in-
volving the chewing, smoking, snuff
and export types:
Ave. Ave.
per acre. qual.
Burley district 760 77
Dark districts of KeItucky
and Tennessee:
Paducah district 770 87
Stemming or Henderson
district 810 84
Upper Green river district 825 92
Upper Cumberland district 875 93
Clarksville and Hopkins-
ville district 800 89
Virginia Sun-cured dis 790 88
Virginia dark district 865 94
Bright Yellow:
Old Belt—Virginia and N.
Carolina 720 87
New Belt—Eastern N. Car-
olina and S. Carolina 760 83
Maryland and Eastern Ohio
export 700 91
Perique 850 75
PERSONALS.
(From Thursday's Daily)
Miss Rowena Wilkins and mother
have gone to Memphis, where Miss
Wilkins will enter business college.
M. F. Winfree and family, who re-
antly returned from Ordway, Col.,
will reside in Hopkinsville. They are
keeping house on Seventh avenue.
William R. Wicks has returned from
a trip to Ohio.
Claud R. Clark is back from Louis-
ville.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Lindsay,
of Madisonville, are visiting Mrs.
Amelia Lindsay and Miss Lindsay.
Tom Green, Jr., has gone to Louis-
ville to accept a position with a hard-
ware firm. •
D. D. Cayce is spending the week
in Chicago.
BETHEL NOTES.
Honor roll scholarship—Lutie Ba-
ker, Emmett 'Baker, Mary Bassett,
Kitty Bogard, Nina Rickman.
Conduct roll—Allie Coleman, Maye
Hearin, May Hall, Julia Henry,
Martha Radford, Ruth McKnight, Una
Hunter, Isabelle Grasty, Mary Stith.
Star roll—Elizabeth Bacon, Lutie
Baker, Willie Cooke, Isabelle Grasty,
Vivian Hall, May Hall, Ruth Hearin,
Verna McGill, Nina Rickman, Virginia
Rickman, Kathleen Stowe, Jessie
Tichenor.
Missee\ Grace Sallee, Kathleen
Stowe, Jniia Henry, Allie Coleman,
Ruth McKnight, Kathleen and Mary
T. Garrott, v cited their respective
homes during t holidays.
Miss Mary S an. Stith spent
Thanksgiiving with iss Mary Bayn-
ham.
Miss Hugh Miller vis d Miss An-
nie Hanner in Morganfield rom Wed-
nesday until Monday.
Miss Martha Radford spent Thanks-
giving with relatives in Clarksville.
CUT POSTAGE RATE TO GERMANY.
WASHINGTON, Dec. 3.—The Post-
master general announced the estab-
lishment of 2-cent postage between
the United States and Germany, effee-
itve January 1, on all letters going by
direct sea route. Letters for Germany
directed via Great 'Britian or France
will continue to pay the 5-cent rate.
ATTEMPT TO STAMP OUT REBELS.
MANILLA, Dec. 3.—The campaign
of pacification in the island of Min-
danao is in full swing. The well-
armed constabulary, operating against
rebellious natives, have vanquished
most of the enemy. Latest reports
declare five Moro dattos and many
warriors have been killed.
Bears the
Signature
of
he Kind You Have Always Boughl
•
Owing to Present Conditions His 'Visit
Is Regarded as One of Much
Importance.
n •
Dr. J. L. Barker, chairman of the
Christian county committee of the
Planters' Protective association, has
announced that at the meeting of the
committee which will be held here
next Monday, General Manager Felix
G. Ewing will be present and will ad-
dress the growers. After he has con-
cluded his address he will answer all
questions put to him regarding the
management of the association's af-
fairs.
Mr. Ewing will discuss ptrticularly
the matter of loose sales and show
why the association officers refuse to
entertain any such plan for making
sales. He has replied to the Lyon
county resolutions by letter and the
letter addressed to him by Hugh Ly-
on, and next Monday he will give the
Christian county growers an oppor-
tuity to thresh the platter out thor-
oughly.
Everybody is invited to attend this
meeting and to hear Mr. Ewing, to ask
him any questions which they may de-
sire and to listen or take part in the
discussion of the matters now before
the association.
Monday will be the regular meeting
day for the county committee and with
Mr. Ewing present too a big crowd
will doubtless be on hand.
MACEDONIA NOTES.
MACEDONIA, Ky., Dec. 2.—Thanks-
giving day has come and gone with
but little demonstration except the
firing of guns of the hunters.
—On September 15th James T. Mc-
Carroll, the seventeen-year-old son of
John W. McCarron, of this place, went
to Temple, Texas, to live. He writes
he is much pleased with the country.
.—'ember IS A. B. Ray and family,
formerly of this place, left Princeton
for Bell county, Texas. Mrs. Ray is
the only living daughter of J. W. .1.11c-
Carroll.
—James Capps, of Union county, a
brother of M. R. Capps, of this place,
died November 21. He was at the
home of his brother at the time of his
death.
—Macedonia Christian church is at
present without a pastor as W. G.
Teague closed his work here last Sun-
day night. In October he held a very
successful meeting resulting in 18
additions to the church.
—J. M. Murphy and son, and J. J.
White, of Crofton, are visiting rela-
tives in East Tennessee.
"WHITE MAN."
BAINBRIDGE ITEMS.
—Rain at last after a long dry
spell.
The box supper at Johnson's school
house was enjoyed by all present.
The sum of $17 was made up which
will be used to endow a library.
—Misses Addie and Viora Fuller,
of Era, were the guests of Miss Jessie
Cullom last Wednesday eve.
—Mrs. David A. Pool, who has been
quite ill for some time past, is rap-
idly recovering.
—Mr. Jimmmie DeBow, of our
neighborhood, was the guest of Miss
Clara Owens Sunday evening.
—Mr. One Bryant, of Hawkins, is
visiting his father and mother, Mr.
and Mrs. George Bryant, of this vi-
cinity.
—Miss Etta E. Clifton, of Louisville,
is residing at Mr. E. H. Bryants' at
the present time.
—Arbry Daniel, the little son of J.
L. Daniel, was the victim of kserious
accident last Tuesday, falling on a
knife and injuring his jaw.
—Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Fowler were
the guest of Mr. Bob Hopson Sunday.
—Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Bryant visited
Mrs. Bryant's motlfer, Mrs. Wood, last
Sunday. '
—Miss Fula Browne, of Cerulean,
visitied Misses Katie and 'Gustie iry-
ant Friday of last week.
—Mr. Arthur Woosley left Satur-
day for Carterville, Ill.
—Misses Augustie and Katie Bryant
were the guests of Miss Clifton Wed-
nesday.
—Mr. Jimmie DeBow was a visitor
at the home of Mrs. A. DeBow Monday.
BLUE EYES AND BROWN EYES.
WITH STRONG CORD
A PATIENT AT WESTERN ASYLUM
HANGS HERSELF.
She Succeeded in Eluding Vigilance
of Attendant, Who Was Only Fif-
teen Feet Away.
Mrs. Gussie Boas, a patient from
Fulton, committed suicide at the West-
ern Kentucky Asylum for the Insane
last Sunday morning. She was known
to be afflicted with a persistent suici-
dal mania and close watch was kept
on her all the time, and even when
she took her life an attendant was
within fifteen feet of her, but so quiet-
ly did she carry out her plans that
the attendant did not discover the at-
tempt until it was too late to save
her life.
Mrs. Boas secured the strong cord
with which the bed tick in her room
was laced, and fastening this about
her neck and the other end to the grat-
ing of the airshaft she was strangled
to death.
The body was taken to Fulton for
burial.
Tlie Enterprise Sausage Mills grind
faster and do more work than any on
the market.
FORBES MFG. CO., Incorporated.
ov. 12
Was the successful date. Bring in cash
tickets of that date and get the
money on them.
W. rf. Cooper & Co.
Ranges, Cooking and  Heating Stoves
We have One of the best Ranges made, all the latest improvements, oven
thermometer, pouch-feed and base. This Range is the St. Clair Malleabl
We want every one who is wanting a Range, Cooking or Heating Stove
come in and let us show you this line of stoves.
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Nortais the Time to Place Your Order to
r We have a large quantity of Woven, Barbed and Smo
prices. Our fence needs no recommendation to those
We want every farmer to come and examine our fenc
fencing.
F. A. Yost Co
(Incorporated
'7 P
e.
to
I FENCING.
oth Wire at right
who have used it.
before buying his
mpany
•
•
oaf
•
:11,49111.11111filgor'
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COME,
LET US
ALL GIVE
THANKS!
O.+ 10.444.444444. • •  •  ••-• 444. •• •
(From Thursday's Daily)
Hopkinsvile and Christian county
have just cause for giving thanks to-
day to a beneficent Providence which
btsto generously showered blessings
spon them during the past year. No
section of the country has been more
lightly affected by the burdens of the
past year or had a larger share of
the blesings than have we. And the
people generally are aware of this
fact and today the words of thanks
which are being uttered are not per-
functory but from the heart.
In Hopkinsville the business men
have enjoyed a trade which has kept
them out of the slough of despond
which has engulfed so many in other
places. Of course, the financial panic
and resulting business depression was
• felt to some extent here, but never
has the pinch been so severe as it
has in most other places. Our banks
have splendidly weathered the storm
without having had recourse to bank-
ers' checks or clearing house certifi-
cates, this being one of the very few
towns which can say so much. Nei-
ther was there a time when depositors
could not get their money whenever
they called for it.
Building has not been altogether
to brisk, but local contracting firms
kept going and many houses were
erected. Marked improvement in res-
idences business houses and premises
were made in every section, and Hop-
kinsville still further advanced her
claim to being the prettiest town in
that state. There have been no epi-
demics and comparatively few serious
• diseases.
4
1
Our schools never did a better
year's work than that which closed
in June, but the session now under
way promises to eclipse even that.
Our municipal affairs are in splendid
siaape and the bonded debt was re-
lentil reduced by the retirement of
41.1.43•J(t worth of railroad bonds. Our
churches have shown a steady growth
In membership and zeal, and the city's
claim to be a town of churches and
scoots second to none is still the
pride of an.
In the county, conditions are equal-
Is as satisfactory. The stores in the
varfcms towas ?rave withstood the pan-
ic in. fine sispe and are ready for the
heaay trade which is expected during
the coming year. Wheat, which was
planted in the dust and with much
tear and misgiving that it would rot,
hats been sprouted nicely by the re-
wait Tains and never was there a
prettier stand. Much of it is just
coming through the ground, but this
Morning the difference in its height
4,cr be told, this being the effects of
- -
DOCTOR ADVISED
USE Of RUA
After Other Treatment Failed —
Emma in Raw Spot on Baby
Boy's Face Lasted for Months—
Cried with Pain when Washed.
ECZEMA WAS CURED AND
HAS NEVER REAPPEARED
"Our baby boy broke out with
eczema on his face when one month
old. One place on the side of his face
the size of a nickel was raw like beef-
steak for three months, and he would
cry out when I bathed the parts that
were sore and broken out. I gave him
tteree months' treatment from a good
doctor, but at the end cf that time the
child was no better. Then my doctor
eecoinmended Cuticura. After using
it cake of Cuticura Soap, a third of a
box of Cuticura Ointment, and half a
bottle of Cuticura R.esolvent he was well
and his face was as 4mooth as any
tatty's- He is now two years and a
bah' old and no eczema has reappeared.
I am still using the Cuticura Soap; I
think it is the finest toilet soap I ever
used. I keep my little girl's hair and
bre cleansed with it too. I am so
thankful for what Cuticura has done
toe ua. Mrs. M. L. Harris, R. F. D. 1,
Adtoa, Vsn., May 14 and June 12, '07."
SANATIVE
Antiseptic Cleansing Is Best
Accomplished by Cuticura.
Women, especially mothers, find Cut'.
aura Soap, Ointment, and Pills the pur-
est, sweetest, and most
effective remedies, for
preserving, purifying,
and beautifying the
akin, scalp, hair, and
hands, for the treat-
ment of inflammatory
and ulcerative condi-
tions, as well as for re-
storing to health,
strength, and beauty
pale, weak, nervous,
prematurely faded, run-down women.
Guaranteed absolutely pure under the
'United States Food and Drugs Act.
rreeitTreeunor of Infants. Children, and Adults eon-
External and Internal Treatment for
sista of Cutif Aire Soap_ (25c) to Cleanse the Skin,
Cutleura Ointment (50e.) to Heal the Skin, and
Cutleurs Resolvent (50e .(or In the form of Cbocolate
Coated P1114, .21,. per vial of 60) to Purify the Blood.
roirdp throughout the world. 
Ma.
Drug & Chem.
idatrad r°Freln:CUtIctili Doi% ott Skin DIsetuitst
the rain last night. Corn has all PLANS A LAND Cull
about been put under cover and is an
excellent yield and is selling at $3 per
barrel.
One of the largest and finest to-
bacco crops ever raised is now hang-
ing in the barns and with a favorable
season or two it will all be delivered
to the prize men of the association
or to the Society of Equity and got-
ten ready for the market When plac-
ed on sale it is expected to bring
good pi ices.
Wholesale dealers are paying 26c per
dozen for eggs, 13c per pound for
packing butter while fancy table but-
ter sells for from 20c to 30c per lb.;
turkeys range from 10c to 12c per
pound on foot chickens from 6c to 7c,
ducks 6c and geese 5c; hay is $10 and
$12 per ton, oats 57c per bushel and
wheat is strong at $1 per bushel;
hogs, beef and sheep are selling at
good prices and the farmer has no
cause for complaint.
Horses, mules and stock of all kinds
are high and the market promises to
remain stiff.
So, with all these blessings, why
should we not give thanks?
Chat AboutPeople_ and Things.
1••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~•.•
A THOUGHT FOR THE DAY.
If we are intolerant, we become
intolerable.
—0. H. Morrison.
Certainly Needed.
The city of Hopkinsville has peti-
tioned President Smith, of the Louis-
ville and Nashville Railroad company,
for a new passenger station. It is
certainly needed.—Pembroke Journal.
Will Leave City.
Frank Pepper, a popular and highly
esteemed business man, has resigned
his position with the Forbes Mfg. Co.
where he has been employed for the
past fourteen years. Mr. Pepper will
go to Madisonville next month and
will go in business in that city.
Takes Charge.
Miss Katherine Mitchell, of Ben-
nington, Kansas, who succeeds Mrs.
W. F. Randle as manager of the Hop-
kinsville office of the Western Union,
has assurhed her duties. She is an
expert operator and a very attractive
young woman.
At Home.
Mr. and Mrs. James Forbes have
returned from their honeymoon trip
and are at home at the residence of
Mr. and Mrs. M. C. Forbes, on South
Main street. Society is giving the
popular young couple a most cordial
welcome.
Eddins-Ward.
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Eddins
annot nce the marriage of their
daughter
Elizabeth Dicken.
to
Mr. Emery Oscar Ward
Wednesday, December the twenty-third
nine teen hundred and eight.
Pembroke, Kentucky.
Cerulean Springs.
The Cerulean Springs hotel will be
run unciar a new management during
next season, Capt. R. S. Pool having
rented the noted summer resort to
Frank Smith, a liveryman of that
place. Capt. Pool will continue to live
it Cerulean but will occupy a resi-
dence which he owns instead of the
hotel pro aerty. The) new manager will
leave nothing undone to continue the
hotel upon the high plane which has
made it £0 attractive in the past. The
news that Capt. Pool had decided to
turn, the hotel over to other hands was
unexpected and general regret will be
felt that he is to retire.
DIVORCE RECORD.
Over 30,000 Kentucky Couples Freed
\ of Bonds of Matrimony.
WASHINGTON, Nov. 27.—Nearly
one million divorces were granted in
the United States in the score of years
ending in 1906. Of these 30,641 were
registered in the State of Kentucky,
20,447 in Tennessee and 60,721 in In-
diana. •
While popular impression owing to
liberality of divorce laws has stamped
South Dakota as being the Mecca of
estranged couples, it in reality ranks
far down in the list, Illinois, with 82,-
209 exceeding any other state, with
Ohio second and Texas third. The di-
vorce rate in Kentucky in 1900 was
eighty-four in every 100,000 of popula-
tion. The divorces granted in the state
from 1867 to 1886 was 10,248.
HAND OF RUSSIA IS SEEN IN THE
ACTION.
Czar Will Step In and "Restore Or-
PERSONALS.
Dr. Manning Brown and children
have taken rooms at Mr. and Mrs. Geo.
C. Long's residence on South Virginia
street.
J. W. McPherson and Elizabeth,
Herbert Lee, Jr., and Norris McPher-
son, spent Thanksgiving day at Madi-
sonville.
Miss Lucile Ellis, of Hopkinsville, is
der" in Persia—and There visiting the family of Mrs. M. H. Jagoe
on East Main street. Mrs. Jake
Mayers and children, of Hopkinsville,
are here to spend Thanksgiving with
LONDON, Nov. 7.—A culminating the family of A. H. Meyer.—Cadiz
step in Russia's plan for a Persian Record.
land grab is seen in the refusal of the
Shah to revive the Persian sonstitu-
tion or to sumon parliament, except
under the impossible guarantee from
Remain.
NICHOLAS
the foreign diplomats at Teheran that
they will guarantee the safety of him-
self and the throne.
This decision has already precipi-
tated outbreaks in many parts of Per-
sia and the situation is expected to
grow so threatening that Russia will
"step in to restore order." Once in
there is small chance of the Czar ever
voluntarily removing his authority
over Persia.
While no official statement will be
made by the English foreign office
there is no doubt among the members
that Russia is planning the whole
Persian movement, and that the Shah
is either in connivance with the Rus-
sian foreign office or is its dupe
IS GIVEN A JOB
Hitchcock Will Be Member of Tafes
Cabinet.
WASHINGTON, D. C., Nov. 27.—
Chairman Hitchcock, chairman of the
Republican national campaign commit-
tee, has been offered the postmaster
generalship in Taft's cabinet. He will
accept.
CAPT. THOMPSON
A Noted Kentucky Character Is In Dy-
in Condition.
HARRODSBURG, Ky., Nov. 27.—
Capt. Phil Thompson, Sr., one of the
most noted characters in Kentucky, is
dying. He is not expected to survive
the day.
•••43 e
Big Tobacco Deal.
The board of control of the Green
Riyer Tobacco Growers' association
has closed a deal with eight represen-
tatives of tobacco companies for the
sale of 20,000,000 pounds of the 1906
crop of tobacco, at an average price
of seven cents per pound. The asso-
ciation comprises five counties, and the
amount they will receive will be about
$1,400,000. The growers in the pool
will meet in Owensboro December 5
tto ratify the sale.
.Vorter17*.Vellet...re.sre5.
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"THE HALL OF FAME"
WILL BE PRESENTED AT UNION
TABERNACLE.
Promises to Be One of the Biggest
Local Successes In the History
of the City.
(From Friday's Daily)
.A number of ladies and gentlemen
of the city met at the Latham hotel
last evening with Mr. F. C. Osborn,
who comes froilyeicago to direct the
home talent production, "The Hall
of Fame," whi6'4e to be given here
by the Tabernacle association in con-
junction with the W. 0. W. at Union
tabernacle on December 8.
"The Hal lof Fame" is an historical
pageant which represents the different
noted personages of the classical, his-
torical and present period asking for
the immortal crown of fame.
Interspersed throughout the per-
- 
formances are a number of choruseso 
and dances and spectacular effects.
The performance is not a musical
comedy ,but a group of panoramic
sketches combined with a series of
appropriate dances and entertaining
features.
Country Is Running With Blood—For- The production is of a high order
eigners Frantically Appeal to of entertainment, being not only en
ter-
taining and amusing but instructive as
Government for Protection. well.
I At the meeting at the Latham last
evening some the of characters were
NEW ORLEANS, Yov. 27.—Accord- selected, part of the music played over
ing to a cable dispatch received by the and arrangements made for active re-
Picayune from St. Thomas, Danish hearsals to begin today. The reharsals
West Indies, private cabio advices re-
ceived there from Port-Au -Prince are
to the effect that the censored dis
patches sent from Hut: only give a
faint idea of the reign of terror now
existing on that island. The dispatch
continues:
"Anarchy reigns throughout Hayti.
and the country is literally runrung
with blood. Private cables received
here from Port-Au-Prince state that
wholesale executions are in prog..ess,
both by the government forces and
the revolutionists. Persons who are
suspected of sympathy with the in-
surgents are being summarily shot by
order of President Nord Alexis ,and as'
a result a panic prevails. The same
course is being followed by the revo-
lutionists who have control of the
southern portion of the republic. Ev-
ery person in that section who sym-
pathizes with the government is
promptly put to death when his sym-
pathies become known to Gen. Simon,
the leader of the insurgents.
"Foreigners in Hayti are making
frantic appeals to their governments
for protection, and the French repre-
sentative regards the situation so se-
roius that he has cabled for ships.l
The German minister is said to have
cabled a similar mesage to Berlin. LAPORTE, Ind., Nov. 2'7.—Ray
"It is the general opinion in St Lamphere, charged with the murder
Thomas that intervention by the of Mrs. Belle Guinness and her three
United States is necessary to protect children by setting fire to the Guinness
life and property in Hayti." house, April 28, was found guilty of
STATE OF ANARCHY
will be held in the W. 0. W. Hall, the
first being held this afternoon.
Mr. Osborn expresses himself as
well pleased with the enthusiasm man-
ifested at the meeting last evening
and promises an unusually fine home-
talent performance for Hopkinsville.
GOOD WOMAN DIES
Mrs. Charles McReynolds Passes
Away Near Julien.
(From Friday's Daily)
rs. Charles McReynolds died Wed-
nesday night at her home near Julien.
She was a beloved Christian woman
whose death causes much sorrow.
Mc.s. McReynolds leaves five children.
She was a member of the Christian
church. Funeral services were held
today and the remains interred in the
family burying ground.
GUILTY OF ARSON.
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arson by the jury. Within five minutes
after the veridct was reported Judge
Richter had sentenced the defendant
to the State penitentiary at Michigan
City for an intermediate term of from
two to twenty-one years.
Lamphere will be taken to Michigan
City to begin his sentence. '
V4.04.41.0 v.if)411V.A41141041140.041 h
A W Wood Hunter Wood, Jr I.
Wood & Wood I
Real Estate
Agents
Office, Hopper Block.
Cumb Phones, 74 and 14-2
-1011,141.1sirlka_Nirs.111—VIIMIL,IfIk4.3011MIL
Clubbing
Offer
Here's a Good One
$1.55
The Tobacco Planter,"
published at Guthrie in the intere
of the Dark District Planters Pros
tective Association and
The Weekly Ky., New Era
Both papers one year for:$1.56. Nod
1.65 \
The Tobacco Planter."
"The Planters Association Year
Book."
"The Weekly Kentucky New Era
All one year for $1.66.
To learn
Bookkeepin
Shorthand
and
Telegraphy.
Over 500 students 14110
annually.
Nine teachers. Sixty
typewriters. `
Positions for grad11-4
ates.
Send for catalog.
/
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BUSINESS COLLEGE,
Evansville, Ind.
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Hunter Wood & Son
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EVER Y DA Y IN THE WEEK.
Shoppers Will Have Yheir
Railroad Fares Refunded
At Hopkinsville, Ky.
If:you spend $15.00 your fare both ways will be refunded up to 23 miles; if you spend
$25.00:your fare will be paid both ways up to 30 miles. Get a receipt for your
ticket, come to Hopkinsville and apply to any Athe following members
of the Merchants' Association and they will do the rest.
FORBES MANUFACTURINGICO. PLANTERS HARDWARE CO. F. A. YOST CO.
(Incorporated) (Incorporated) (Incorporated)
ANDERSON & FOWLER DRUG CO. J. T. WALL & CO. THE WITT COMPANY
(Incorporated)
COOK & HIGGINS
(Incorporated)
L. L. ELGIN W. A. P'POOL & SON R. C. HARDWICK
UM%
FRANKELS' BUSY STORE J. H. ANDERSON & CO BASSETT & CO. nal
4
' • *,;:•...7
• • • 4,', , 4
41 C 4.. •
,t4
7'1!
•
V.
3
Office at Layne's Stable
-ar-irem-or-sr-arrirr-7
Phone 330
DIAMONDS!
Are an investment,
they never change,
and they bold their
value, they give plea-
sure and an air of
prosperity to the
wearer. Why not let
us sell you one? We
buy direct from the
cutter and there is
but one modest pro-
fit if you buy from us,
and we tell you the
truth about them.
JAS. H. SKARRY.
Don't You Want to
Give Your Friends
a Nice
Xmas Gift
How would a nice fancy
Post Card Album do? Just
take a look at our window and
you will see Albums, all styles
and fancies. Albums that are
just what you are looking for.
Cook 8:1 Higgins.
THREE IN ONE
Ease, comfort, satisfaction is
what our optical specialist promises
and we guarantee.
R. C. HARDWICK,
Jeweler.
DEC 4.
DATT.Y li_ENTITCXY NEW ERA.
4.1.4 4......11414111. 
For sale,wEEK OF DULLNESS MEET AT PRINCETOOARNING IS ISSUED 1 FIRES IN COUNTRY
I will sell privately, a certain tract CHARACTERIZED THE
or parcel of land situated in Chris-
tian County, Ky., Si miles north of
Pembroke, and containing 368 acres.
Said land will be se Ici in lots, or as a
whole, to suit purchasers.
This Property
is in a good state of cultivation, and
has a 6 room dwelling, stable and all
other necessary outbuildings, in-
cluding two barns that will house 26 ;
acres of tobacco, and is well sup
plied with water.
This Farm
is one of the best tobacco raising
farms in Chrictian county. Over 100
acres is in fine timber, composed
lirgely of red oak and hickory.
Possession given January 1st,
1909.
Terms.
HOPKINS- AND ADOPT THE LYON COUNTY
VILLE TOBACCO MARKET. RESOLUTIONS.
4
Only .10 Hogsheads Sold—Few Dellv- Passed Without a Dis
senting Voice,
eries—Report of the Auditor on and the Entire Meeting Was
Association Transactions. Quiet and Harmonlomi.
In direct contradistinction to the
heavy sales of tobacco here week be-
fore last came the extremely dull pe-
riod of last week. Sales were the
minimum for the season, there being
seemingly no demand.
The Planters' Protective association
disposed of only 20 hogsheads during
the week, this being a very poor
showing. When the heavy sales of
the preceding week were made it was
One third cash, balance one and confiden
tly expected that the demand
two years, with lien retained indeed, would continue.
to secure deferred payments. With the Society of Equity there
For futher information, apply to, was nothing doing except the making
William Tandy of preparations for handling the newcrop. They have only 7 hogsheadsleft on hand.
I. F. D. No. 2, Hopkins- 1 Some scattering deliveries of new
ville, Ky., or Hunter toba
cco have been made and rains at
the close of the week will probaly
Wood Et Son, Hopkins- bring the weed into order and the de-
vine, Ky. William Tandy, liveries will begin in earnest
 right
away and continue until the farmer's
Adent, barns are empty. So far there has
October 1 1908 been no really favorable season and
.one is anxiously awaited. No sales
of the new crop have been made. .
A Rellab!a plump I General satisfaction is felt at thii
Remedy u succes of the Burley and Green rivera
Elr' r:r.r1 E:tn
Is quick., absorted.
Gives Relief et Once.
It cleans( 4, t30(g. lies,
heals and protects
the diseasrd mem-
brane resulting from
Catarrh and drives
away a Cold in the
Head quickly. lie-
stores the Senses ofHAY FEVER i
Taste and Smell. Full size 50 et.:;., at Drug-
gists or by mail. In liquid form, 75 cents.
Ely Brothers, 56 Wareeu Street, New York.
G. P. %BEL, k
MI O. Ii
growers in disposing of their tobacco,
and it is believed these deals will
assist greatly in selling the dark to-
bacco of this district.
; Auditor John D. Scales of the Plant-
ers' Protective association makes the
following report of sales for the week
ending November 25:
Sales Sales
for w'k for y'r
8,985
8,239
6.192
4,010
3,999
2,834
2,537
1,532
1,088
1,016
Clarksville, Tenn.  38
Springfield, Tenn.  6
Paducah, Ky. 
Hopkinsville, Ky. 205
Guthrie, Ky.  43
Murray, Ky. 
Mayfield, Ky. 
Princeton, Ky. 
Russellville, Ky.  16
Cadiz, Ky.  53
Veterinary k I: 
361 40,436
$100 Reward $100.
Physician kit Surdeon The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at
least one dreaded disease that science
has been able to cure in all its
stags. Hall's Catarrh Cure is the
only positive cure known to the med-
ical fraternity. Catarrh being a con-
stitutional disease, requires a consi-
tutional treatment. Hall's Cattarrh
Cure is taken internally, acting di-
rectly upon the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system, thereby de-
stroying the foundation of the dis-
ease, and giving the patient strength
by building up the constitution and
assisting nature in doing its work.
The proprietors have so much faith in
Its curative powers that they offer
One Hundred Dollars for any case
that it falls to cure. Send for list of
testimonials.
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., To-
ledo, Ohio.
Sold by druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for con-
stipation.
; STOPS ITCHINC  INSTANTLY
Eczema, Pimples. Rashes, Blotches,
Eruptions. etc.,:Quickly Eradicated
by New Skin Remedy.
I Since the discovery of "A. J. M."
Preiscription, the new skin- remedy,
Its success has exceeded the most
aanguing expectatiens of the dispens
ers who gave it to the world. It has
cured thousands of cases of eczema
and cleaned the skin of facial dis-
ligurements and repulsive pimples
of years' standing. The burniogs
and itchings of eczema are stopped
with the first application.
In miner skin troubles such as
rashes, blotches, pimples, black-
heads, barber's salt rheum,
itching piles, red noses, dandruff,
oak and ivy poison, odored feet, re-
sults show after a few applications.
A ;noddy, greasy or sallow complex-
ion is quickly improved, over night.
Sold by all druggists. Price Wets.
mad $1.00. The A. J. MARTIN
MEDICINE Co., Props., Tuiellu,
Ohio.
You should always remember thq
most cough and cold cures are consti-
pating. Yet the most important thing
to do when you have a cold is to move
the bowels. You cannot promptly cure
a cold until you do this. Kennedy's
Laxative Cough Syrup stops the
cough by allaying haflammation of the
throat and lungs, and it drives the
cold from the system by gently mov-
ing the bowels. Children like it for
It tastes nearly as good as maple
sugar. Sold by all druggists.
Preventics, the new Candy Cold Cure
Tablets. are said by druggists to have
four special specific rdvai.;.aees over
all other remedies for a cold. First—
They contain no . quinine, nothing
harsh or sickening. Second—They
give .almost instant relief. Third—
Pleasant to the taste, like candy.
Fourth—A large box-48 Preventics—
at 25 cents. Also fine for feverish
children. Sold by Anderson-Fowler
Drug Co. (Incorporated)
PRINCETON, Ky., Nov. .30.—The
Caldwell County Tobacco association
"Insurgents" met at the court house
in this city Saturday. The meeting
was presided over by former. Police
Judge R. R. Moigan. Short talks were
made by S. D. Dodge and J. H. Haw-
thorn, also by Hugh Lyon, of Eddy-
ville. The same resolutions were read
and adopted as those recently adopted
at Kuttawa, Lyon county. There were
no objections to the resolutions, and
as a result the vote on them was de-
clared unanimous and everything
passed off quietly.
This year's crop is the last of the
three-year association pledge. The
resolution adopted does not affect this
year's crop or that portion of the 1907
crop now unsold, which means that
there will be no hitch between the
association members and the insur-
gents.
0 
Ill Health is More Expensive Than
Any Cure.
This country is now filled with peo-
ple who migrate across the continent
In all directions seeking that which
gold cannot buy. Nine-tenths of them
are suffering from throa or lung trou-
ble or chronic catarrh, resulting
from neglected colds, and spending
fortunes vainly trying to regain lost
health. Could every sufferer but un-
do the past and cure that first neg-
lected cold, all this sorrow, pain, an-
xiety and expense could have been
avoided. Chamberlain's Cough Rem-
edy is famous for its cures of colds,
and can always be depended upon.
Use it and the most serious diseases
may be avoided. For sale by An-
derson-Fowler Drug Co. (Incorporat-
ed)
This Is Worth Reading.
Leo F. Zelinski, of 68 Gibson
Buffalo, N. Y., says: "I cured the
most annoying cold sore I ever had
with Bucklen's Arnica Salve. I ap-
plied this salve once a day for two
daya, when ever trace of the sore was
gone." Heals all sores. Sold under
gua: antee at Cook & Higgin's and
Co&i's Pharmacy. 25c.
A Dangerous Operation.
Is the removal of the appendix by a
surgeon. No one who takes Dr.
King's New Life Pills is ever sub-
jected to this frightful ordeal. They
work so quietly you don't feel them.
They cure constipation, headache,
biliousness and malaria. 25c at
Cook & Higgin's and Cook's Phar-
Ma t 7.
How One Doctor Successfully 'Treats
Pneumonia.
":n treating pneumonia," says Dr.
W. J. Smith, of Sanders, Ala., the
only remedy I use for lungs is Cham-
berlain's Cough Remedy. While,. of
comae, I would treat other symptoms
with different remedies, I have used
this remedy many times in my med-
ical practice and have never failed to
find a case where it has not controll-
ed the trouble. I have used it my-
self, and has also my wife, for coughs
end colds repeatedly, and I most will-
es superior to any other cough rem-
edy to my knowledge." For sale by
Anderson-Fowler Drug Co. (Incorpo-
rated)
CHILDREN'S
Favorite tonic is White's Cream Ver-
mifuge, the cure for worms and all
children's diseases. It not only kills
the worms, but removes the mucus
and slime in which they baild their
nests. Its action on the child is mild
and leaves 'him in a healthy condition.
Joe Daniel, Surmac, Tenn., says that
he gave one of his children White's
Cream Vermifuge when the doctor
thought it had colic, and from the
first dose the child passed 73 worms.
Scid by L. A. Johnson & CO
A PERSONAL APPEAL.
If we could talk to you, personally
about the great merits of Foley's
Honey and Tar, for coughs, colds and
lung trouble, you never could be in-
duced to experiment with unknown
preeerations that may contain some
harta.1., I drugs. Foley's Honey and
Tar costs you no more and has a
rece• of forty years of cures. L. A.
Joheson & Co., druggists.
For a Lame Back.
W:1 - n you have pains or lameness
In the back, bathe the parts with
Chaaeherlain's Liniment twice a day,
mas&'ging with the palm of the hand
for rive minutes at each application.
Then dampen a piece of flannel
sligi_tly with this liniment and bi.d
It on over the seat of pain, and you
may be surprised to see how quickly
the lameness disappears. For sale
by Anderson-Fowler Drug Co. (In-
corporated)
Medicine That Is Medicine.
I have suffered a good deal with
malaria and stomach complaints, but
I have now found a remedy that keeps
me well, and that remedy is Electric
Bitters: a medicine that is medicine
for stomach and liver troubles, and
run-down conditions," says W. C.
Kiestler, of Halliday, Ark. Electric
Bitters purify and enrich the blood,
PAGE 8
BY HEALTH SECRETARY OF HANDSOME HOME AT "IDLE.
SMALLPDX IN HOPKINS. WYLDE" TOTALLY DESTROYED.
The County May Be Quarantined If Cost When Built Over $5,009 and Only
the Local Authorities Do Not
Act Promptly.
Dr. J. N. McCormack, secretary of
the state board of health, authorizes
the following statement:
mato Insurance—Mr. Din ll's
Dwelling Is Burned.
The handsome residence at "Idle-
wylde," the farm of T. J. McRey-
nolds, vice president of the Planters'
"Smallpox has existed in Hopkins Bank & Trust company, was tota:b
county for several weeks. They have destroyed by fire Saturday afternoci .
o isolated hospital, and the disease I It was one of the handsomest and
has spread until it is reported that most modernly constructed country
there are about twenty-five cases in
Madisonville, and others in many of
the mining towns out in the county.
Negroes are the ones chiefly affected,
homes in Christian county and cost
between $5,000 and $6,000, when orig-
inaly built for James A. Radford. The
farm is about six miles from Hop-
and their usual practice of concealing kinsville on the Clarksville pike, and
the cases has contributed to its is operated by Melvin 0. Kimerling,
spread, until the conditions have be- :who with his family, occupied the res-
come so serious that adjoining coon- Nidence, a two-story frame building.
ties are insisting that the state board I The fire started shortly after four
of health take active steps for their o'clock in the second story of the
protection, house from a defective flue, and when
"It may be that the entire county discovered the flames had made such
will have t o be put in quarantine, but headway that they could not be
the business interests of the county checked. Mr. Kimerling succeeded in
are so large that the board hesitates saving a large part* of his household
to consider so harsh a measure. effects. A quantity of goods belonging
However, it is just the beginning of to Mr. McReynolds and stored in the
winter, and it is recognized as un- 'attic burned.
fair that negligence in one county I Mr. McReynolds had $2,500 insur-
should be permitted to endanger the lance on the residence. Mr. Kimerling
entire state, and the board will be had no insurance.
forced to act if the authorities of the Everybody in the neighborhood went
city and county do not do so prompt- to Mr. Kimerling's assistance, but.
13r.,
nothing could be done toward saving
the house and it was burned to the
Coughs that are tight, or distress- ground. Only .the chimneys remained
ing tickling coughs, get quick and cer-
tain help from Dr. Shoop's Cough standing.
Remedy. On this account Druggists
everywhere are favoring Dr. Shoop's
Cough Remedy. And it is entirely
free from opium, Chloroform, or any
other stupefying drug. The tender J. H. Duval, who lives about fi
ve
leaves of a harmless lung-healing miles from town on the Greenville
mountainous shrub give to Dr. road, lost his home and all its con-
Shoop's Cough Remedy its curative
Loses His Home.
properties. Those leaves hat e the po- 
tents Friday night. The entire family
wer to calm the most distressing were away from home at the time, ha
y-
Cough, and to soothe and heal the ing gone to church. The fire is sup-
most sensitvie bronchial membrane. posed to have started from a defective
Mothers should, for safety's sake
alone, always demand Dr. Shoop's. It 
flue and the destruction was complete.
can with perfect freedom be given The loss amounts to about
 $1,500 with
to even the youngest babies. Test it $50 insurance.
once yourself, and see! Sold by An-
derson-Fowler Drug Co. (Incorporat- 
I This is the second time this fall that
Mr. Duval has suffered from the de-
vouring element. Just as he was com-
pleting the firing of his tobacco, earlier
in the season, it caught fire and the
It a Thor- entire crop and the barn were totally
destroyed. There was no insurance
that time.
ed.)
THE REAL TEST
Of Heorpleide Is In Giving
°ugh Trial.
There is only one teat by which to
Judge of the efficiency of any article
and that is by its ability to do that
which it is intended to do. Many hair
vigors may look nice and smell nice,
but the point is—do they eradicate Dan-
druff and stop falling hair?
No, they do not, but Herpicide does,
because it goes to the root of the evil
and kills the germ that attacks the
papilla from whence the hair gets its
life.
Letters from prominent people every-
where are daily proving that Newbro's
Herpicide stand.s the "test of use."
It is a delightful dressing, clear, pure
and free from oil or grease.
Sold by leading druggists. Send 10c. in
stamps for sample to The Herpicide Co.,
Detroit. Mich.
TWO SIZES-60c, AND $1.00
Anderson dc Fowler Drug Co. (In-
corporated) Special Agents
-.NNW
Every case of backache, weak
back, bladder inflammation and
rheumatic pains is dangerous if neg-
lected., for such troubles are nearly
always due to weak kidneys. Take
DeWitt's Kidney and Bladder Pills.
They are antiseptic and soothe pain
quickly. Insist upon DeWitt's Kidney
and Bladder Pills. For weak kidneys
and inflammation of the bladder they
are unequalled. Regular size 50c.
Sold by all druggists.
To stop any pain in 20 minutes
take one of Dr. Shoop's Pink Pain
Tablets. See formula on the box. Ask
your doctor or druggist about this
formula. It can't be bettered. Wom-
anly pains, head pains, any pain, get
instant relief. Box of 20 Pink Pain
Tablets 25c. Sold by Anderson-Fow-
ler Drug Co. (Incorporated)
Nearly everybody that DeWitt's Lit-
tle Early Risers are the best pills
made. They are small, pleasant, sure
Little Liver Pills. Sold by all drug-
gists.
The old fashion way of dosing a
weak stomach, or stimulating the
heart and kidneys, is all wrong. Dr.
Shoop first pointed out this error.
This is why his prescription—Dr.
Shoop's Restorative—is directly en-
tirely to the cause of these ailments.
—the weak inside or controlling
nerves. It isn't so difficult, says Dr.
Shoop, to strengthen a weak stomach,
heart or kidneys, if one goes at it
correctly. Each inside organ has its
controlling or inside nerve. When
these nerves fail, then those organs
most surely falter. These vital truths
are leading druggists everywhere to
dispnse and rcommnd Dr. Shoop's R-
storative. Test it a few days and see!
Improvement will promptly and sure-
ly follow. Sold by Anderson-Fowler
Drug Co. (Incorporated)
THAT'T IT!!!
Cough yourself into a fit of spasms
and then wonder why you don't get
well. If you will only try a bottle of
Ballard's Horehound Syrup, your
cough will be a thing of the past. It
tone up the nerves, and impart vigor is a positive cure for coughs, influen-
and energy to the weak. Your money za, bronchitis and all pulmonary dis-
will be refunded if it fails to help eases. One bottle will convince you
you. 50 cts. at Cook & Higgins and —at your druggists, 25c, 50c and $1.
Cook's Pharmacy. Sold by L. A. Johnson & Co.
HIDDEN DANGERS.
Nature Gives Timely Warnings That
No Hopkinsville Citizen Can Af-
ford to Ignore.
DANGER SIGNAL NO. 1 comes from
the kidney secretions. They will warn
I you when the kidneys are sick. Well
'kidneys excrete a clear amber fluid.
1Sick kidneys send out a
 thin, pale and
foamy, or a thick, red, ill-smelling
urine, full of sediment and irregular
of passage.
1 DANGER SIGNAL NO. 2 comes from
the back. Back pains, dull and heavy,
or sharp and acute, tell you of sick
kidneys and warn you of the coming
of dropsy, diabetes and Bright's dis-
ease. Doan's Kidney Pills cure sick
kidneys and cure them permanently.
I W. E. Watson, living on Washington
1 St., Elkton, Ky., says: "Kidney trou-
bles bothered me a great deal for five
or six years. I was troubled with a
constant aching in my back at night
and was prevented from sleeping.
When I arose inthe morning I would
be lame and stiff, and feeling little like
attending to my duties. Sharp twinges
through my loins when stooping or
lifting caused me additional misery,
headaches and dizzy spells were of
frequent occurrence, and I was sub-
ject to nervous spells. The kidney
secretions were too frequent in action,
especially at night when I would be
forced to arise several times. At last
it was my good fortune to hear of
Doan's Kidney Pills, and I procured
them. They relieved me at once, and
the contents of one box cured me per-
manently. I am very thankful to
Doan's Kidney Pills."
Plenty more proof like this from
Hopkinsville people. Call at L. A.
Johnson & Co'.s drug store and ask
what their customers report.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-Milburn Co. ,Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name—Doan's—and
take no other.
Dinner.
The ladies of the Methodist church
will serve hot dinner on next Monday,
Dec. 7, at the Odd Fellows hall. Tur-
key, oysters and ham will be among
the good things provided. Price 25
cents. 132-W -8
v de h
CROUP QUICKLY CURED
Don't Let The Child Choke to Death
While Waiting For The Doctor.
Croup should have prompt treat-
ment. The life of many a dear one
has been sacrificed because the right
remedy was not at hand.
Pay close attention to the child
who is feverish, thirsty and oc-
casionally coughs dryly and shrilly.
This is the first stage of croup and
instant treatment should be given
Hyomei, the miraculous, antisep-
tic dry treatment, will cure croup
in either the first or second stages.
Easily inhaled, evEn when the
breathing is irregular, it reaches
more promptly than any other
remedy the terribly inflamed
membrane of the windpipe.Its sooth-
ing balsams acts immediately, the
inflammation is allayed, and the
swelling reduced.
Not long ago our little boy, Walter
awoke in the night with a bad at-
tack of croup,so that he experienced
great difficulty in breathing. We al-
lowed him to inhale Hyomei, and he
Immediately began to breathe easier,
and in half an hour was fast asleep.
Our children, being subject to
croup, we feel safe with Hyomei in
the house, and I am glad to seek a
good word for a remedy that will
rob croup of its terrors.''—Rev. Geo.
Sisson, Pastor of M. E. Church,
South Londonderry, Vt.
Hyomel (pronounced High-o-me)
is the quickest acting and most
sensible remeiy ever discovered for
all diseases of the nose, throat, and
lungs. It is guaranteed by L. L.
Elgin to cure catarrh, coughs colds,
asthma, bronchitis and croup, or
money back. A complete outfit in-
cluding a neat hard rubber pocket
inhaler, costs only $1.00. An extra
bottle of Hyomei, if afterwards,
naed, costs but 60 cents. mwf
WHAT'S
Worth doing is well doing well. If
you wish to be cured of Rheumatism,
use Ballard' Snow Liniment and you
will be "well cured" A positive cure
for sprains, neuralgia, bruises, con-
tracted muscles and all the ills that
flesh is heir to. A. G. M. Williams,
Navasota, Texas, writes: I have used
Snow Liniment for sprained ankle
and it gave the best of satisfaction. I
always keep it in the house. Sold by
L. A. Johnson & Co.
Early to Bed
And early to rise makes one healthy,
happy and wise—especially if you
take Herbine before retiring. A posi-
tive cure for constipation, dyspepsia
and all liver complaints. Mrs. 5—,
Columbia, Tenn., writes: "I always
keep a supply of your Herbine on
hand. Am so pleased with the re-
lief it gives in constipation and all
liver complaint, that words can't
express my appreciation. Sold by L.
A. Johnson & Co.
Marked for Death.
"Three years ago I was marked for
death. A grave-yard cough was tear-
ing my lungs to pieces. Doctors fail-
ed to help me, and hope had fled,
when my husband got Dr. King's New
Discovery," says Mrs. A. C. Williams,
of Bac, Ky. "The first dose helped
me and improvement kept on until I
had gained 58 pounds in weight and
my health was fully restored." This
medicine holds the world's healing
record for coughs and colds and lung
and throat diseases. It prevents
pneumonia. Sold under guarantee
at Cook & Higgins and Cook's Phar-
macy. 50c and $1.00. Trial bottle
free.
To Tax Payers.
Under the flaw a penalty of 6% and
6% interest -is added to all unpaid
taxes after N ov. 30 1908. Please pay
before then and save penalty.
J. M. RENSHAW, Sheriff.
CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children.
The Kind You Have Always Boughs
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OUR STORY CORRECT
OMNI AMMIlm
NEWS OF BIG TOBACCO DEAL
CONFIRMED
The Twenty Million Pounds Pooled
With Green River Association
Has Been Purchased.
The New Era's story of several
days ago—which our esteemed con-
temporary theOwensboro Inquirer at
first denied—of a sale of 20,000,000
pounds of tobacco pledged to the
Green River association is confirm-
med by President H. S. Berry who
has issued the following card:
'To those pooling with the Green
River Tobacco Growers' association:
—We have at last made a sale of the
tobacco placed in the hands of the
board of control. We will have con-
*meta drawn and signed in a few
days; also all arrangements for the
delivery of the tobacco will soon be
made."
The Inquire, which is an excellent
paper and is not often caught nap-I NEW YORK,
ping on news in its territory, says: negie, who has earned for himself the
"The announcement Thursday
that the Green River Tobacco
Growers' association had disposed
of its entire 1908 crop at satisfactory
prices w%s the most welcome news
whichOwensboro andDaviess county
could have received and the general
expressions of thanks for existing
conditions were made even more
fervent. As the full realizatio,n of
the probable effect of the sale upon
this vicinity dawns upon the people
faces which have been "long drawn
out" are spreading the other way
for joy. Upon the streets the sale is
the sole tropic of conversation and
every one expresses the belief that
despite the recent bank failures a
tobacco season will bring Owens- title of the world's most noted philan-
boro the bess times stye has ever thropist-capitalist, was 71 years old
known."
DIED ON A DRUNK.
Wednesday. Thanks to his simple
life and regular habits Mr. Carnegie
Is in the enjoyment of excellent health.
Despite the whitenes of his hair and
beard he might easily be mistaken for
a man or sixty years or younger. His
devotion to golf and other forms of
outdoor recreation has kept him in
the best of physical condition.
It is estimated that Mr. Carnegie's
public benefactions thus far in 1908
of about $150,000,000 of his collassal
made up his mind that it was not good
to die rich he has given away a total
of about $150,000.000 of his collosal
fortune and he declares he is still
ready to give. Notwithstanding the
generous hand with which he has scat-
tered his millions for the benefit of
the people on both sides of the At-
lantic there appears to be no chance
of Mr. Carnegie dying poor. His in-
come is estimated to be considerable
in excess of his benefactions, though
the latter average more than $1,000,-
000 a month the year-round.
BODE BOUND OVER
Negro Barber and Musician Passes UNDER $5000 BOND TO THE
Away—Inquest Held. GRAND JURY
(From Saturday's Daily)
William Russell, a colored barber
and musician, died at a house in the
rear of C. F. Jarrett's residence this
morning about 3 o'clock, following a
spree. He had been drunk for some
time and last night went to the house
and was given lodging for the night.
About three o'clock this morning the
inmates were awakened by his groans
and he died without ever speaking
again. Coroner Allensworth seld an
inquest and the verdict was in accord-
ance with these facts. Russell was
about twenty years of age and un-
married. The body was shipped to
Trenton Tenn., for burial.
PERSONAL NOTES '
41•....ao•tam..s.mm.
(From Saturday's Daily)
Miss Mildred Buckner, of Clarks-
ville, is visiting her sister, Mrs. Gor-
don Nelson, and Miss Bet Buckner.
Miss lone Newman is visiting Mrs.
S. G. Buckner. 
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Downer are in
in I
Nashville.
Mrs. H. M. Frankel is visiting
Nashville.
General Manager Felix G. Ewing,
Chairman George McElwain, of Todd
and J. L. Barker, of Christian, and
former chairman Whit Radford, of
Christian county, promient associa- 
prig-
tion men, were in the city last night. oners her
e by overpowering
Jailer Noonan. Three escaped in a
Charles J. McPherson has returned
skiff and three others made for the
froth a visit to friends in Trigg county. hills. Quick pursuit was made after
In all of them, but every one managed to
get away.
Two prisoners did not attempt to
escape. Three of the prisoners that
I 
escaped were white men and the rest
!negroes. They were charged with
ihousebreaking, forgery and such
Murderous Work df a Banker In New crimes. The three that crossed to the
York-No Explantaion. Missouri shore were seed to pass
Dorena, Mo., three miles from the riv-
NEW YORK, Nov. 25.—Return- er, 
about dark.
ing to his home in the upper east
Ode after an all-night absence, Carl
Lgose. a banker, 67 years old, open-
ed fire with a revolver upon mem-
bers of his family, who were at
breakfast, instantly killed his 17-
year-old daughter, Meta, and prob-
ably fatally wounded bis 24-year-old
son, Frederick. He was disarmed by
his son, John, 19 years old. Loose
was arrested, charged with murder.
He stolidly refused to give any reas-
on for his act. Frederick, the
wounded son, who is a Lutheran
minister had a bullet in his abdo-
men. He had recently received a
call from a church at Yale, S. D.
•-••++4-t+4-s-4-•-•-•-•-•-•444++++++4.
WHO WANTS THIS FINE BOY?
W. D. Humphreys, district superintendent of the Kentucky Chil-
dren's Home society, is in the city, and with him is a handsome.
manly boy, a ward of the institution, for whom he wishes to find a
good home. Supt. Humphreys visited the New Era yesterday after-
noon, and the child, who accompanied him, made a most favorable
Impression on the entire office. He is nine years old, bright,
attractive and winning in his manners. It is to be hoped that a
home for him may speedily be found among one of the generous,
warm hearted families in the community.
It is a noble work that the Children's Home society is doing in
Kentucky, that of placing orphaned or neglected little ones to be
reared by approved people and made into good, useful citizens.
This society is broadly charitable and unsectarian, and splendidly
deserves the widespread and hearty recognition it has received.
Who wants this boy the society wants raised in Hopkinsville?
He is the sort of a little fellow that should adorn and bless a
home. Whoever is interested in the matter may see Mr. Humphreys
and his ward at 417 Cleveland street.
+4444-4-444++4444+++
HAS GIVEN AWAY
MILLIONS THIS YEAR
Noted Philanthropist Celebrates
Seventy-first Birthday.
Nov. 28.—Andrew Car-
ANDREW CARNEGIE
Feels He Should Be Punished But
Seeks Mercy For The Sake
of His Family.
FRANKFORT, Ky., Nov. 28.—
Claim Clerk C. E. Booe, in the state
auditor's department, alleged de-
faulter, waived formal examination
before County Judge Polsgrove, and
was held to await the action of the
grand jury under a $5,000 bond, im-
mediately furnished by friends.
Booe said that he will make no
defense, and declared that he feels
he should be punished, but that he
will ask the mercy of the court for
the sake nf his wife and children.
The investigation of the record of
his department is being continued,
the experts estimating that $25,000
will cover the amount of the alleged
defalcation.
Six Prisoners at Hickman
the Keeper.
JAIL
Overpower
Mrs. Charles Graves is visiting
Nashville.
SHOOTS HIS CHILDREN
HICKMAN, Ky., Nov. 28.—Six
broke jail
GUILTY OF COUNTERFEITING.
Passing counterfeit money is no
worse than substituting some un-
known worthless remedy for Foley's
Honey and Tar, the great cough and
cold remedy that cures the most ob-
stinate coughs and heals the lungs.
L. A. Johnson & Co., druggists.
Foley's Orino Laxative cures chron-
ic constipation and stimulates the
liver. Oringo regulates the bowels
so they will act naturally and you
do not have to take purgatives contin-
uosly. L. A. Johnson & Co., druggists.
IN ANNUAL SESSION
THE SECOND DISTRICT TEACHERS
ARE MEETING.
Warmly Welcomed at Madisonville.
Several Christian County Educa-
tors are on the Program.
MADISONVILLE, Ky., Nov. 28.—
The Second Congressional District
Teachers' association convened in
Madisonville Friday for a two days'
session, and one pf the most interest-
ing and instructive meetings of this
body is holding its sessions in the
assembly hall of the East Broadway
school building. The hall is decorated
with bunting, cedar and mistletoe.
J. J. Glenn, cordially welcomed the
teachers. Addresses on important
subjects were made by L. R. Roy,
Supt. Powell, of Sebree; W. B. Maple,
of Hanson; R. Y. Moxey, of Earling-
ton, and Supt. Guton, of Morganfleld.
Prof. A. A. McDanald, of the Hop-
kinsville high school, gave some of
the reasons why pupils fail in high
school work. Mr. McDanald comes
Into the association And into Kentucky
as a stranger. He made a strong im-
pression by his able and definite dis-
cussion of his subject.
Supt. W. E. Gray of Christian
county, and Supt. C. E. Dudley, of
Pembroke, ably presented the need of
"Closer Affiliation Between County
and City Schools."
One of the features of this after-
noon's program will be "Modern De-
mands in the Study of English," by
Prof. H. Clay Smith, of McLean col-
lege.
Gladas-Kelly.
Miss Lois May Gladas, of Louisvirle,
and Mr. Fairleigh Kelly, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Kelly, of this city,
were married Thursday at the home
of the bride. The ceremuony was per-
formed by the Rev. Mr. Hunt. The
bride is a lovely and accomplished
young lady and the bridegroom a pop-
ular young gentleman of sterling
worth, and in charge of the L. & N.
block system east of Louisville. He is
stationed at LaGrange.
Mr. and Mrs. Kelly are visiting in
the city.
More people are taking Foley's Kid-
ney Remedy every year. It is con-
sidered to be the most effective rem-
edy for kidney and bladder roubles
that medical science can devise. Fo-
ley's Kidney Remedy corrects irreg-
ularities, builds up worn out tissues
and restores lost vitality. It will make
you feel well and look well. •J.. A.
Johnson & Co., druggists.
g itri REPLY IN KIND
MANAGER EWING HITS BACK AT
MR. LYON.
Cast Reflections on The Latter's Mo-
tives.—His Answer to The
Ten:Questions.
By order of the Board of Directors
of the Planters Protective associa-
tion, General Manager Ewing has
addressed a lengthy answer to the
caustie letter of Hugh Lyon,of Lyon
county, representing the farmers,
said to be five hundred in number
who "as free born American citi-
zens" declared a strike unless they
were granted certain rights and
privileges. Mr. Ewing declares that
the idea of each county selling its
tobacco separately is "a flight of
fancy, like building a railroad to
the moon, but on analysis it is easy
to see that the rails are made of
tissue paper."
He charges that Mr. Lyon is dis-
gruntled because he was not elected
by his people to:representthera in the
councils of the association and that
he is responsible for the lack of good
feeling in Lyon county. He says
that if Lyon's "ideas prevailed, the
association would not."
"Doubtless," writes Mr. Ewing.
"you know the wants and needs of
your people as well as any man, but
on the other hand, no better than
the most ignorant, because so far
as the association and tobacco is
concerned, there is only one thing
they want and;that is money."
Again he says: "As to the relief
necessary no effort has been, or will
be, spared to gain it foriyou hastily,
but intemperate talk and threat is
the last, most undesireable and least
probable way to obtain it. The
methods and affairs of the associa-
tion and its officers, you designate
as rolling in luxury, are far-fetched
and puerile,but you are at least doing
more in an effort to distrust that
grand organization than any other
man has ever done."
Taking up Mr. Lyon's interroga-
tions seriatim, he says: First, the
officers of the association are em-
ployed to do its work. Second,that
the members of the association are
entitled to a report of its business
and transactions"as far as consistent
with the business of the association,"
and that each director can and will
enlighten any member in his coun-
ty. Third, members will not, ;as
suggested by Mr. Lyon, be given
$100 atd his receipt accepted, be-
cause under the charter, the organi-
zation can do nothing but act as
selling agents for those who pledge
their tobacco. Fourth, he certainly
believes the association will live
long under present methods and
conditions. Fifth, every member
has, through his director, a voice
and a vote on all questions coming
before the board. Sixth, no county
has sold its tobacco except under
the association rules and regula-
tions. Seventh, to the question,
"Do you want us to drive our mer-
chants to the wall, cramp our bank-
ing institutions, starve ourselves,
say our prayers and die, just to
gratify our desire to overthrow the
American Tobacco Trust?" Mr.
Ewing's answer is, "We do not."
Eighth, "We have for your county
and its people the same considera-
tion that we have for all others who
are members of the association."
Ninth, the association stands ready
to carry out all obligations to Lyon
county. Tenth, the petition of the
Lyon county farmers will not be
granted, because it would destroy
the association or radically change
its methods of business. In conclus-
ion, Mr. Ewing says; "The associa-
tion was born to live and do good
for others than those who projected
it, and it will with or without your
aid. If by the gentler, common-
sense, friendly method, you will
aid, 'step into the bandwagon.' On
the other hand, if you are determin-
ed upon your rule or ruin policy,
Viva is association; adieu to you."
Prayed for Rain.
The drouth having reached the acute
stage in Crittenden county, the con-
gregations of the various churches in
Marion last Sunday. offered up special
prayer for rain. The answer came
promptly for Monday afternoon there
was a light shower followed by a
regular gully-washer that night which
most effectually relieved the situation.
Hoarse coughs and stuffy colds that
may develop into pneumonia over
night are quickly cured by Foley's
Honey and Tar, as it soothes in-
flamed membranes, heals the lungs,
and expels the cold from the system.
L. A. Johnson & Co., drugists.
011.4114,811.111.211,4111-811.41L4111-011.-4110.
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Brackrogge & Bro
Pure Whiskey or Brandy,
Home Made Blackberry Cordial, etc.
Call or Phone Us Your Orders For
Try a Case of Frank Fehr's Beer or Malt Tonic,
it will build you up.
First Class Restaurant Attached.
Home Phone 1318, Cumb. 134 NO. 11, CENTAL AVENUE
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Before the Prices Advance. I
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I Handle the Famous Oak Hill Coal !•
O Which is the Best on the Market, and
0 makes a hot fire and no clinkers
•
 Give me a trial. .
Yards, Cor. R. R. & Central Avenue.
•
•
PAUL WINN.
4 Cumb. Phone 158. Home 1344. •
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Have You a
Room
That is Chilly?
Let us place a little
a little Gas Heater
and make it cozy and
comfortable.
Price 75c up.
CITY LIGHT CO.
(Incorporated)
The Aroma from
the
Gold Standard
Is its chief
asset
ILL. Lebkuecher,Maker
The Wisdom
of Saving
Is proven in every walk of life and th€
most potent fact of all is the undisput-
ed result that all men who now have
fortunes began with saving accounts.
Try it, it's an undertakin in which you
cannot possibly lose. We pay 3 per
cent. interest and open an account
with you even thougn you begin with
but a single dollar,
Commercial St
Savings Bank.
Open Saturday evenings for benefit
of wage earners.
140'
rbo.
-
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The Family
Physician
The best med lc in es in the
world cannot take the place of
the family physician. Consult
him early when taken ill. If
the trouble is with your
throat, bronchial tubes, or
lungs, ask him about taking
Ayer's Cherry Pectoral. Then
take it or not, as ht.. says.
We publish our formulae
y We bents/. alcoholfrom our medicines
We urgeyou to
consult your
doctor
Bilious attacks, sick-headaches, indiges-
tion, constipation, dizzy spells— these
are some of the results of an inactive
Oil liver. Ask your doctor if be endorses
ke4Ayer's Pills in these cases. The dose
7 is small, one pill at bedtime.
•'—Matlaby the J. C. Ayer Co., Lowell, Xass.—'
„ALARM IS SOUNDED
BY "BOB" IN ENGLISH HOUSE OF
LORDS.
LONDON, Nov. 25.—Speaking in the
House of Lords, Field Marshal Lord
Roberts expressed the conviction that
the lack of a military force sufficient
to make hopeless the attempt of an
Invasion would in all probability be
the cause of the loss of Great Brit-
ain's supremacy at sea. In a studied
speech he pointed out the comparative
ease with which Germany could land
an army on the shores of England.
Linder the present conditions England
would be forced he said, to submit to
most humiliating demands.
He declared all hostility to or
fear of Geramny, but he declared that
the defense of the islands required
Immediate attention. There should
be an army so strong in numbers and
„a efficient in quality that the most for-
midable of foreign nations would hes-
itate to make a landing in England.
He had ascertained, the speaker con-
tinued, that vessels capable of ac-
commodating 200,000 men always were
• available in the northern parts of
Germany, and that as a result of the
new German service law 200,000 men
could be collected in the districts of
the nearest port without any trouble.
The great German steamship lines
were in constant practice in embark-
ing and disembarking, and as the rail-
roads were owned by the State, all
preliminaries, up to the actual dis-
patch of troops, could be carried out
with the utmost secrecy.
DEATH OF JEFFERSON ',DAVIS
Southern People Will Observe The
Nineteenth Anniversary Dec. 6
NEW ORLEANS, Nov. 26.—By
command of Clement A. Evans,
Reneral commander, Adjt.Gen. Wil-
r hams E. "alickle issued from the
headquartere of the United Confed-
erate Veterans a general order for
all Confederate organizations to
unite in observing Dec. 6, the nine-
nth anniveraity of the death of
!lesson Davis. Gen Evans invites
ntioh to the resolutions adopted
t the Birminghana reunion by the
Southern Memorial association,eall-
ing on the school authorities of tte
South to make the life of Jefferson
Davis a special study Dec. 6.
Keep Your
Bowels Open
A Safe Certain Home Remedy that Is Sold
By All Druggists
A. fact any doctor will verify is that
constipated people suffer most from dis-
ease. Regular bowel action is absolutely
tecessary to health People who are
constipated either part or all of the time
must use something to make their bow-
els move. This should not be a vio-
lent purgative or a cathartic that merely
tears its way through the bowels empty-
lag them of waste matter for the time
le.itit lowing them in a weakened stateprolong* the constipated condttion.
'Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin is an easy,
pleasant, natural laxative that removes
the Waste matter and establishes regular,
daily movements without pain or gripe.
Children and delicate women should
never be given strong physic for it not
senly weakens the bowels but the entire
;Nystem. t Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin
's erves as a tonic and an aid to digestion
• as well as a laxative that is certain in its
effect upon the most obstinate old cases
and yet safe and pleasant for a baby.
With the first few doses the ill effects
of constipation, such as dyspepsia, indi-
gestion, liver trouble, biliousness. flatu-
ency, sour stomach, sick headache, bloat-
ed stomach, etc., quickly disappear It
Is a remedy that should be in every home
for every member of the family at some
time has need of a safe, sure laxative. 450
Mrs. .7. C. Cooper. Chicago, Ill., writes:
"I use Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin for
myself end family. I keep it on hand
constantly, as I find it to be a most pleas-
ant laxative and is all you claim for it."
Santa J. Houser, Eureka Springs, Ark..
(*Is: • "I would have been dead had it
not been for Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin.
It is the best medicine I ever used for
Constipation, indigestion and biliousness."
M. R. Zerkel, Troy, Ohio, considers it
the best known laxative for children.
We are glad to send a free sample to
any one who has not used it and will give
It a. fair trial.* Write today to Pepsin
Syrup Co., 305 CaldweU Bldg.. Montice110.
El. All druggists sell it at 50o and i1.00
Per bottle.
THE SUNDAY SCHOOL,
Lesson X.—Fourth Quarter, Fcr
Dec. 6, 1908.
THE INTERNATIONAL SERIES.
Text of the Lesson, I Kings iii, 4-15.
Memory Verses, 11, 12—Golden Text,
Prov. ix, 10—Commentary Prepared
by Rev. D. M. Stearns.
(Copyright, 1908, by American Press Association.]
In some Bible studies there are
some words which we do well to carry
with us through those studies, and in
this lesson and the next we should re-
member these words: "Then sat Solo-
mon upon the throne of David, his fa-
ther, and his kingdom was established
greatly." "Then Solomon sat on the
throne of the Lord as king instead of
David, his father, and prophesied, and
all Israel obeyed him" (I Kings 11, 12;
I Chron. xxix, 23). Another name was
given to Solomon at his birth with
which some do not seem to be familiar.
It is written, "The 1..ord loved him,
and He sent by the hand of Nathan,
the prophet. and he called his name
Jedidiah (beloved of the Lord) because
of the Lord" (II Sam. iii, 24, 25). The
name Solomon, which means "peace-
able," was given to him before he was
born (I Chron. xxii, 9, margin). How
beautifully suggestive the two names—
beloved of the Lord, a man of rest, the
Lord giving peace and quietness in his
days. How sadly he failed to let God
work out his plan! How perfectly it
will be wrought out in the true Son of
David, of whom God said, "This is
my beloved Son, in whom I am wen
pleased" (Matt. Iii, 17; xvii; 5).
How strangely do the first three
verses of (Sur lesson chapter read in
the light of God's commands to have
no fellowship with the heathen nations
or their idols, affinity with Pharaoh,
king of Egypt; marrying his daughter,
loving the Lord and walking in His
statutes, yet sacrificing and burning
incense in high places! It sounds a
good deal like the worldly combina-
tions of today, which must so grieve
the Spirit, for we are plainly told that
whosoever will be a friend of the world
is the enemy of God (Jas. iv, 4). In
these days the tabernacle and the
brazen altar were at Gibeon, but the
ark of the covenant was in the tent at
Jerusalem which David had pitched
for it, and to Gibeon Solomon and his
people went to offer burnt offerings
unto the Lord (verse 4; I Chron. xxl,
2); II Chron. 1, 1-6). All the offerings
appointed by God were typical or the
one great offering of His Son, who by
the sacrifice of Himself put away the
sins of all who receive Him. Only by
Him have we access to God, and only
by Him can we tr!t1.t-4worship God or
serve tire, and vv pis sake God
does ail things for niirpeople, notwith-
standing their unworthiness.
So we read that in that night Jeho-
vah appeared to Solomon, and God
said unto him, "Ask what I shall give
thee" (verse 5; II Chron. 1, 7). God is
the Creator, to whom nothing is too
hard or wonderful (Jer. xxxil, 17), and
Jehovah is God coming to man in
grace and a righteousness which He
Himself gives by virtue of His great
sacrifice. Ile Is the same one who
when here in humiliation said to a
poor blind man, "What wilt thou that-
I shall do unto thee?" (Luke xvill, 41.)
He said to the apostles and through
them to us: "If ye abide in Me and
My words abide in you, ye shall ask
what ye will and .it shall be done unto
you." "Whatsoever ye shall ask in
My name, that will I do. that the Fa-
ther may be glorified in the Son. If ye
shall ask anything in My name, I will
do it" (John xv, 7; xiv, 13, 14). There
is a word also in this connection in Isa.
xlv, 11, "Concerning the work of my
hands, command ye me," in reference
to which the late John Wilkinson once
wrote me, "it is strong language, and,
though it is the Jews' by interpreta-
tion, we can take it by application, and
I take it in the modern sense of 'your
wishes are commands to me press
your desires and hold me to my word."
Here is something we seem to know
little about, for we are so lacking in
oneness with Him in His purpose.
In reply to God's great offer Solomon
rehearsed the facts concerning the
present situation, the great mercy and
kindness that had been shown to his
father David, his own position as king
over so great a people by the grace of
God and the great need of wisdom and
understanding to rule so great a peo-
ple, and he said, "Give me now wis-
dom and knowledge, that I may go out
and come in before this people" (verses
6-9; II Chron. 1, 8-10). Judah and Is-
rael were said to be many as the sand
which is by the sea in multitude,
dwelling safely, every man under his
vine and under his fig tree, and so God
gave Solomon wisdom and understand-
ing exceeding much, and largeness of
heart, even as the sand that is on the
seashore, making him to excel all the
wisdom of the east and of Egypt, so
that people came from all kings to hear
and see (I Kings iv, 20, 25, 29, 30, 34).
Because of Solomon's request God
not only gave him what he asked, but
also riches and honor, which he had
not asked (verses 10-14; II Citron. 1,
11, 12), making us think of Eph. 111,
20, 21, and of Him who, speaking of
the queen ef Sheba's visit to Solomon,
said, "A greater than Solomon is here"
(Matt. xii, 42). He is the wisdom of
God and has said to us by His Spirit,
"If any of you lack wisdom, let him
ask of God, who giveth to all men lib-
erally and upbraideth not, and it shall
be given him" (1 Cor. i, 24, 30; Jas. I,
5). Ile is ready to be our wisdom for
every day, every hour, every moment,
every emergency, every person we
have to deal with.
DAILY KENTUCKY NEW ERA.
A Square Deali rg assured you when you buy Dr. Pierce's
family medicines—for all the ingredi-
ents entering into them are printed on
the bottle-wrappers and their formulas
are attested under oath as being complete
and correct. You know just what you are
paying for and that the ingredients are
gathered from Nature's laboratory, being
selected from the most valuable native
medicinal roots found growing in our
American fores hile potent to cure
are per har •1 to the most
delicate wom a ii. . N t a dro
x-
cm=i • : • e- ge P t
• n e V Z.—.101." P-•
ne. is agent possesses
hex ns c me c I properties of its own,
being a most valuable antiseptic and anti-
ferment, nutritive and soothing demul-
cent.
G
ly
cerine plays an important part in
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery in
the cure of indigestion, dyspepsia and
weak stomach, attended by sour risings,
heart-burn, foul breath, coated tongue,
poor appetite, gnawing feeling in stom-
ach, biliousness and kindred derange-
ments of the stomach, liver and bowels.
Besides curing all the above distres..,ing
ailments, the" Golden Medical Discovery"
is a specific for all diseases of the mucous
membranes, as catarrh, whether of the
nasal passages or of the stomach, bowels
or pelvic organs. Even in its ulcerative
stages it will yield to this sovereign rem-
edy if its use be persevered in. In Chronic
Catarrh of the Nasal passages, it is well,
while taking the "Golden Medical Dis-
covery" for the necessary constitutionsl
treatment, to cleanse the passages freer),
two or three times a day with Dr. Sage's
Catarrh Remedy. This thorough course
of treatment generally cures the worst
cases.i
In coughs and hoarseness caused by bron-
chial, throat and lung affections, except con-
sumption in its advanced s4.s.t.rt.s the "Golden
Medical Discovery" is a most efficient rem-
edy. especially in those obstinate, hang-on
coughs caused by irritation and congestion of
the bronchial mucous membranes. The "Dis"
covery " is not so good for acute coughs iris
ins from sudden colds, nor must it be ex
pected to cure consumption in its advanced
stages—no medicine will do that—but for all
the obstinate, chronic coughs, which, if neg-
lected. or badly treated, lead up to consump-
tion. It is the hest medicine that car. no taken.
DEMOCRATS ACTIVE
HAVE ALREADY MADE SEVERAL
LEGISLATIVE NOMINEES.
State Chairman Bennett Says That the
Republicans are In No Haste
In the Matter.
LOUISVILLE y., Nov. 27—The Dem-
ocrats are losing no time in making
nominations for state representatives
and state senators throughout the
state. Already about 20 odd have been
nominated They will be voted on in
the election next November.
Thus far the Republicans have not
made a nomination for representative
or state senator. Secretary. Alvis S.
Bennett, of the Republican state cen-
tral committee, said the Republicans
were in no haste, but that there was
plenty of time, and that the Republi-
cans would make nominations in ev-
ery legislative and senatorial district
in the commonwealth.
The next legislature will not be dis-
turbed by a senatorial election, and
will have plenty of time to work. The
only officers to be elected by the next
assembly will be two members of the
board of prison commissioners, and it wiTH sTATEc M N Ey
is expressed that there will be a live-
FISHING IN FLORIDA.
1202 17th Ave., Tampa, Fla.
Nov. 18, 1908.
Editor Ky.:New Era :—
I My first day's fishing was a fail-
ure. I rode 13 miles to Port Tampa
on the street cars at a cost of 16
cents, gave a negro man 6 cents for
a dozen minnows, baited my hook
and cast out into deep water (about
20 feet deep) beside the dock or
piers and waited patiently but no
good. Then a negro man—one of
the hands employed on the wharf—
said he could catch a fish in 20 min-
utes. I told him to catch it and I
would‘buy it from him. He went
Into his room, brought out two cast
lines, baited the hooks with a piece
of fish and cast theni far out into
the sea with one end of the line
made fast to a post of the pier. We
waited and hoped for a red snapper
or a 10-pound sea trout, but waited
in vain. An hour passed and not a
bite, Then some white gentlemen
came with a cast net and after catch-
ing some fresh minnows tried their
skill or luck with hook and hand-
poles, but it did no good, the fish
wouldn't bite. It was now about 3
p. m., and I was 13 miles from home
Some one looked out over the bay
and called out "Big ship coming,"
and sure enough there came the big
steamship "Miami" direct from
Havana, Cuba. I couldn't leave un-
til I saw that ship land. You know,
Mr. Editor, that we Gracey folks
don't see steamships often and so I
waited. She came up cautiously to
within 100 feet of the dock and then
sent a line ashore to make fast to a
post of the pier and was drawn in
alongside of the wharf. I wanted
to go on board and see the ship in-
side, but it was now near sundown
and I must go home. So taking my
two hand-poles, hooks and lines,
but without any fish, I walked one
mile to the ehd of the trolley car
line, paid my 16 cents and in less
than an hour was back at home.
I wish that I could show my Ken-
tucky friends Florida as it really is.
There is but one Florida and that
must be seen to be appreciated. It is
not like Kentucky in any sense of
he word. It is level, sandy, thin
soil, not more than one-fourth of its
land is in cultivation. The birds,
timber, flowers and water are all
different. There is no good cold
water here unless it is made cold
with ice. The water in the rivers
has a dark color, made so by the
stain of the water plants. The sand
is so white it hurts your eyes when
the sun is shining and there is no
mud. The nights are cool, the days
warm. One sees about as many au-
tomobiles as buggies, and but few
rocks. Walking on the sand is tire-
some. The streets are paved with
brick mostly. But more anon.
Yours, &c.,
J. G. NANCE.
ly fight over these two places, but that
will be over quickly, as these fights
will be settled in the Democratic cau-
cus The nominees of the caucus will JUDGE
win, as the chances are that the as-
sembly wil be overwhelmingly Demo-
crate, as it always is when members
of the assembly are elected along with
city and county official b throughout
the state. The election of county of-
ficers always brings out a tremendous
Democratic vote, which usually gives
the Democrats a majority in the legis-
lature that the Republicans never
have a chance to overcome.
CASTRO GOES TO EUROPE
President of Venezuela Will Undergo
an Operation.
CARACAS, Nov. 25.—President Cas-
tro will sail today from LaGuaira on
the Steamer Guadeloupe for Bordeaux
for the purpose of undergoing an ope-
ration at the hands of a skilled spe-
cialist of Berlin. Efforts which were
made recently to have Dr. Israel,
come to Caracas for the purpose of
performing the operation failed, and
as an operation was imperative, and
Castro's attending physicians were un-
willing
nothing
dent to
age.
to take the responsibility,
remained but for the presi-
undertake an European voy-
TO RUN LEE
As Independent Candidate for Gover-
nor of Kentucky.
LEXINGTON, Ky., Nov. 27.—The
Burley Tobacco association executive
board has started a movement to run
Clarence Lebus at the next election
as an independent candidate for gev-
ernor.
BOOE WAS ALWAYS EX-
CEEDINGLY LIBERAL.
FRANKFORT, Ky., Nov. 26.—By
agreement of attorneys, the examin-
ing trial of Judge Booe was continued
until ten o'clock Friday morning, when
he will appear in the county court and
!renew his bond, which will remain at
1$5,000. HA will at that time waive ex-
amining trial, and, it is announced,
several other names will be signed to
his bond. It is understood that Judge
, Booe will plead guilty if he is indict-
ed and throw himself on the mercy of
the court, if allowed to do so.
It develops that Judge Booe was ex-
tremely liberal with his money in
l charitable lines. It is said that not
long ago he contributed $300 to the
cost of a new pipe organ which was
installed in the First Christian
church here, of which he is a member.
He was also a heavy purchaser, it is
said, at fairs and auctions of fancy
goods and furnishings held by local
churches and bazaars.
I Auditor Frank P. James has filed an
amended petition against him, seeking
to attach more of his property. Mr.
James originally sued for only $820,
believing that this was all that Judge
Booe had taken during the period he
was employed under the Republicans,
but since the discovery of additional
sums the additional attachments have
been asked for.
Attorney General Breathitt has not-
ified the Auditor without looking up
the law on the question that he is in-
clined to the opinion that the mer-
chants and bankers who cash checks
for Judge Booe are responsible to the
state for the money they received.
This opinion created consternation, for
it is now believed the checks as cash-
ed may amount to $30,000.
It is now believed that Judge
Booe's alleged peculations will reach
$50,000.
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DRIVES OUT
•P. J. RHEUMATISM
Rheumatism is in reality an internal inflammation—a diseased condition 011
the blood cells which supply the nourishment and strength necessary to sus-
tain our bodies. Uric acid, an irritating, inflammatory accumulation, gets
into the circulation because of physical irregularities, and then instead of
nourishing and invigorating the body, the blood irritates and inflames the
different nerves, tissues, muscles and joints, because of its impure, acrid
condition. The pains and aches and other disagreeable and dangerous symp-
toms of Rheumatism can never be permanently cured until every particle of
the cause is driven from the blood. S. S. S. does this because it is a perfect
blood purifier. It goes down to the very bottom of the trouble, purifies and
cleanses the circulation, invigorates the blood, and completely drives Rheu-
matism from the system. Plasters, liniments, soothing lotions, etc., may
be used for the temporary relief and comfort they bring, but a cure cannot
be effected until S. S. S. has removed the cause. It frees the blood of every
impurity and makes it a rich, health sustaining fluid, to bring permanent
relief and comfort to those who suffer with Rheumatispi Book on Rheuma-
tism and any medical advice free to all who write.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
There Is Only One
ddEiromo Quinine"
That is
Laxative Bromo Quinine
USED THE WORLD OVER TO CURE A COLD M ONE DAY.
Always remember the full name. Look
for this signature on every box. 25c.
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
Christian Circuit Court, Kentucky,
W. P. Winfree, Guardian
Against
Ben H. Cowan et al.
Equity
By virtue of a judgment and order
of sale of the Christian circuit court,
rendered at the September term there-
of, 1908, in the above cause I shall
proceed to offer for sale, at the court
house door in Hopkinsville, Ky., to
the highest and best bidder, at public
auction, On Monday the 7th day of
December, 1908, between the hours of
11 a. m. and 1 p. m. (being county
court day) upon a credit of six
months, the following described prop-
erty, to-wit:
The one-fourth undivided interest
of Ben H. Cowan in about 92 acres
of land in Christian county, Ken-
tucky, on the waters of Pond rivet:,
the whole of which tract is bounded
as follows
Beginning at a hickory corner of S.
M. Cowan, also corner to I. N. Cowan;
thence with the last named line N. 73
E. 125 poles to a white oak; thence
with another line thereof due north
107 poles to a mulberry; thence S. 85
E. 20 poles to a post oak, another cor-
ner of said I. N. Cowan; thence with
F. M. Cowan S. 28 E. 126 poles to a
point in the branch, said F. M. Cow-
an's corner; thence with another of
his lines, S. 8 W. 100 poles to a stake
in said Cowan's line, and corner of
F. M. Cowan; thence with his line N.
80 W. 190 poles to the beginning.
But there is included in the above
boundary three acres which was here-
tofore conveyed to J. W. Cowan by S.
F. Cowan. See Deed Book 97, page
472. The 92 acres is the same con-
veyed to Nancy Cowan by Jesse Cow-
an et ux. See Deed Book 82, page 96.
For the purchase price, the pur-
chaser must execute bond with ap-
proved surety or sureties, bearing le-
gal interest from the day of sale un-
til paid and having the force and ef-
be prepared to comply promptly with
these terms.
DOUGLAS BELL,
Master Commissioner.
TOBACCO DEAL
Sale at Winchister, Ky., of The
Mainder of Burley Pool.
WINCHESTER, Ky. Nov. 26.
The Independent Tobacco manu-
facturers, who have been session
here two days with offers of the
burley Tobacco society, agreed last
night to take the entire remaining
amount of burley in the burley pool
about 20,000,600 pounds not included
in the recent sale to the American
Tobaccolcompany. The independent
concerns also agreed to parcel the
weed out among themselves to suit
the respective needs of the many
firms not included in the American
company.
DORADO DEFEATS HAYES
Winner of Marathon Race in England
Loses to Man He Beat There.
NEW YORK, Nov. 26.—Dorlando
Pietrie, of Capri, Italy, defeated
John J. Hayes, of this city, in the
Marathon race at Madison Square
Garden last night. The distance
was 26 miles 385 yards, the same
as the Olympiad Marathon, which
Hayes won in London last summer.
Dorlando then fell from exhaustion
and was helped across the line, but
was disqualified. He proved to be
Hayes' master tonight, as he held
the lead almost from start to finish,
final% y win • about eixtyyarde vorce
COMMISSIONER'S SALE.
Christian Circuit Court, Kentucky.
Natalie W. Cayce et al.,
Against Equity
Mary Hester et al.,
By virtue of a judgment and order
of sale of the Christian circuit court,
rendered at the September term there-
of, 1908, in the above cause I shall
proceed to offer for sale, at the court
house door in Hopkinsville, Ky., to.
the highest and best bidder, at public
auction, on Monday the 7th day of
December, 1908, betwen the hours of
11 a. m. and 1 p. m. (being county
court day) upon a credit of six
months, the following described prop-
erty ,to-wit:
A tract of land in the southern por-
tion of Christian county, Kentucky,
in what is known as Big Flat Lick
and containing twenty-seven acres,
bounded as follows:
Beginning at water oak, R. Wright's
southwest corner: thence S. 63 1-2
W. 74 poles to a post oak, corner made
for W. Rascoe; thence north 10 east
58 poles to a stake; thence N. 64 E.
73 poles to a stake; thence S. 10 W.
68 poles to the beginning and being
same land which was conveyed to M.
F. Hester by P. E. Sherrill.
For the purchase price, the pur-
chaser must execute bond with ap-
proved surety or sureties, bearing le-
gal interest from the day of sale un-
til paid and having the force and ef-
fect of a replevin bond. Bidders will
be prepared to comply promptly with
these terms.
DOUGLAS BELL,
Master Commissioner.
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
Christian Circuit Court, Kentucky.
Ida Simmons, Guardian
Against Equity
Alma May Simmons etc.,
By virtue of a judgment and order
of sale of the Christian circuit court,
rendered at the September term there-
of, 1908, in the above cause I shall
proceed to offer for sale, at the court
house door in Hopkinsville, Ky., to
the highest and best bidder, at public
auction, on Monday. the 7th day of
December, 1908, between the hours of
11 a. m. and 1 p. in. (is-'ng county
court day) upon a cresiit four years
the following' sr property,
to-wit
A tract of 1:: d c-) tile waters of
Pond river in Christian county, Ky.
Beginning at a stone in the edge
of Greenville road near corner of
James Crabtree; thence S. 85 E. 73 1-2
poles to a post oak, in Bowen's line;
thence with Bowen's line 48 poles to
a black oak, his corner; thence to
poles to a post oak in corner of said
Bowen's fence, thence N. 80 W. 46
poles to a stake; thence N. 68 W. 29
poles to a stake; thence N. 8 E. 13
poles to a white oak stump, Reuben
Russell's corner; thence N. 85 W. 63
poles to a stone corner with hickory
and black oak pointers; thence in a
straight line 75 poles to a stake in
Crabtree and Forbes line; thence with
the Greenville road to the beginning,
suposed to contain 100 acres.
For the purchase priee, the pur-
chaser must execute bond with ap-
proved surety or sureties, bearing le-
gal interest from the day of sale un-
til paid and having the force and ef-
fect of a replevin bond. Bidders will
fect of a replevin bond. Bidders will
be prepared to comply promptly with
these terms.
DOUGLAS BELL,
Master Commissioner.
Granted a Divorce.
At the last term of court Laura
Ratcliffe, colored, was granted a di,
from Jim Ratcliffe.
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i be sold and a rich harvest reaped by
the anti-tuberculosis organizations for
• 
thq extension of their humane efforts.
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A. W. WOOD, Proprietor.
New Era Bldg.. Li Central Ave. E.
T. C. Underwood, - Editor
$4.00 A YEAR.
Received at the Postoffice in Hop-
kinsville as Second-Class matter.
Subscription Rates:
Daily per year $5.00
Daily three months  1.25
Daily per week  .10
Weekly per year  1.00
Weekly per six months  .50
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Advertising Rates:
Transient advertising must be paid
for in advance.
Charges for yearly advertisements
will be collected quarterly.
All advertisements inserted with-
out specified time will be charged
for until ordered out.
Announcements for Marriages and
Deaths, not exceeding five lines, and
koties of preaching published gratis.
Obituary Notices, Resolutions of
Respect, and other similar notices
five c:ents per line.
Court Directory.
Circuit Court-First Monday in
June ;and fourth Monday in February
and September.
Quarterly Court-Second Mondays
In January, April, July and October.
Fiscal Court-First Tuesday in
April and October.
County Court-First Monday in ev-
ery month.
It will be a great day when the so-
cial tides of the age set toward useful
effort instead of wilful waste.
The advice of the Vicar of Wake-
field will do: "Let us be inflexible,
and fortune will at last change in
our favor."
This is the age of snobbery-that is
to say, a period of social imitation and
financial uncertainty.
At last, everything comes out of
the ground and somebody has to dig
for it.
Some people have lots of fun play-
ing to the galleries of their own self-
esteem.
Be cheerful. There is no valley
whose outer borders are not touched
by the hills.
There are those who make a close
study of the penal code so as to keep
out of jail.
SHOPPING DIRECTORY.
The Christmas shopping season be-
gins with December 1, and from now
until the holiday, Hopkinsville mer-
chants will have all sorts of bargains
to tell you about through the columns
of the New Era.
GPM US THE NEWS.
The New Era asks the assistance of
every citizen in Christian county in
making this paper better, newsier and
more complete in every respect than
ever before. If you have a visitor
from a distance; if some of your fam-
ily have gone on a visit; if you know
of some one who is quite sick; if you
know of a wedding; ,g you know of
a death; if you know of a birth; if you
know of any accident; or if you know
of anything in the way of news that
would be of interest to the public, we
ask you kindly to write, tell or tele-
phone it to us and give all the facts
In Connection with it that you know;
If iou live ,in the country and have no
telephone connection, 'please drop us
a Postal card or a letter giving the
facts in connection with any item of
news. By doing this you will greatly
assist. us in giving our readers all the
neivs happenings that go to make up
the complete paper.
We want all the news.
THE CHRISTMAS STAMP.
Concerted action is being taken by
the anti-tuberculosis societies of
America to make the Christmas sea-
son. a source of revenue for the great
work of fighting disease in one of its
most insidious forms, says the Louis-
ville Herald.
The Plan adopted is a. 'very simple
one and should meet_wfth popular fa-
vor. A. pretty and tasteful Christmas
stamp has been issued suitable for use
as a decoration on the gifts of the
season. If the buying public will make
a point of Purchasing these dainty lit-
tle lithographs to place upon its par-
cels it will not only add to the attrac-
tiveness of the presents, but assist a
great and deserving cause.
Many a worthy object may be
furthered without serious tax upon
anyone when, a wide sport is elicited
by some such method. It has also
the advantage of bringing the work
before a vast constituapor,,, and devel-
oping an intelligent sympathy in its
purposes.
We trust millions of st.ainps will
BUY EARLY.
The following sensible appeal is be-
ing sent out by the •National Consum-
ers league, urging Christmas shop-
pers to do their shopping as early as
possible:
"Do you, realize what the rush of
late Christmas shopping means to the
workers? It means not only that you
are hurried, worried and tired, but
that thousands of men, women and
children who work in factories and
tsores look forward to the holiday
season-to Christmas-with dread.
"Are you willing that Christmas
should mean such hardship to any-
body?
"Will you buy your Christmas pleas-
ure at such cost of the real holiday
spirit?
"You can help prevent it by buying
early in the season and early in the
day."
HATE BUST SESSION
COUNTY WANTS TO EFFECT AR-
RANGEMENTS WITH CITY.
A busy session of the fiscal court
was held Tuesday.
In two departments of their work
the magistrates ordered that confer-
ences should be held with the city au-
thorities for the purpose of seeing if
some arrangement could not be made
whereby the two could work in con-
junction. One of these was in refer-
ence to the poorhouse, it being desired
that the city should share a portion
of the expense. Henry Lander, over-
seer of county prisoners at work on
the roads, was relieved and Judge
Prowse, Attorney Duffy and Magistrate
Morris were appointed as a committee
to see if the city would not employ
these prisoners during the winter
months.
An order was made that Sheriff J.
M. Renshaw should be prepared to
make his final settlement of taxes col-
lected at the February meeting of the
fiscal court. It was also ordered that
J. Walter Knight should make this
settlement with the sheriff.
The report of 0. H. Anderson and
Frank Rives, appointed to audit the
settlements of the sheriffs for five
years back, made their report.
Road Supervisor Murphy was em-
powered to take any necessary steps
to preserve the old pikes in the county
during the winter and Civil Engineer
Moseley was similarly authorized with
regard to the new pikes.
Road Supervisor Murphy was also
instructed to prepare a list of all the
roads in the county, giving their
length as a basis upon which to let
contracts for working them.
J G. Hord, poor commissioner, was
allowed $500 for the pauper fund.
TOBACCO ASSOCIATION
Has New Assistant Manager at Salary
of About e•5•000.
SPRINGFIELD, Tenn., Dec. 2.-It is
understood that J. M. Couts, an as-
sociation, salesmen at Springfield, has
been appointed by Mr. Ewing at the
suggestion of the executive committee,
assistant manager of the association.
Couts is an old tobacco man, having
formerly been one of the largest buy-
ers on this market, and is fully con-
versant with the tobacco markets of
the world. Of recent months he has
been called often into consultation by
Mr. Ewing.
It is said that the position was first
tendered Couts at a salary of $3,000
per year, the salary formerly estab-
lished, but he declined and suggested
that he might accept if the salary was
raised to $5,000, which, it is under-
stood, was done and Couts accepted.
He is at present confined at his home
on account of injuries received while
hunting.
While it is accepted as a truth that
some sort of organization of tobacco
growers will exist as long as the exi-
gencies demand, yet a reorganization
of the Planters' Protective association
is freely predicted.
DIRECTORS AND OFFICERS
Of the McCarley Hardware Company
Elected at Meeting Here.
At a meeting in this city at the of-
fices of the Forbes Manufacturing com-
pany, the stockholders of the McCar-
ley Hardware company, which began
business Tuesday at Pembroke, elected
directors as follows: T. 0. McCarley,
Taylor McCarley, John McCarley, M.
C. Forbes and Mrs. Ida Jernigan.
Officers were elected as follows:
President and general manager-
John McCarley.
Vice President-T. 0. McCarley.
Secretary and treasurer-Airs. Ida
Jernigan.
The company has taken over the
hardware stock of the Forbes Manu-
facturing company at Pembroke.
Railroad Fares Re-
funded
Friday and Saturday BUSY STORE.
ft* 
Railroad Fares Re-
funded
Friday and Saturday
TREMENDOUS CUT IN
PRICES.
Ladies and Misses Suits, Coats and
Furs and Skirts.
FRIDAY AND SATUR DAY
AND MONDAY
RARE VALUES IN SUITS
A LATE SHIPMENT OF SUITS
$19.75 $25.00 and $30.00 Values $19.75
A special lot of SAMPLE SUITS, Browns, Blacks, Greens the newest
styles, 32 to 38 lengths. Real values $25.00 to $30 00.
Friday and Saturday $19.75.
Another lot of fine suits in Broad Cloth and Worsteds, Blacks, Browns,
Greens and Blues. Real values $18 to $20.
Friday and Saturday $14.75.
1-4 Off--Ladies and Misses Skirts--1-4 Off
Consisting of Pgnama Voiles, Fancy Worsteds in Blacks, 'Browns, Blues,
Greens and all colors.
•
$10 Coats
$7.95
A Lot of all, wool 50 inch
Coats of Kersey Broad
Cloth and Covert Cloth
In plain and strrpes, real
values $10.00.
Friday and Satur-
day.
$7.95
7.50 Fine Kersey Coats
at $5.75.
63 fine tan and Castor Ameri-
can Woolen Mills 1867 Kersey
equal to any $10.00 Coat in tbe
city. Real vaule $7.50 ec
Friday and Saturday QAP.OU
Misses Jackets real value $2.95.
in plaids and checks and strip-
es, size 12 to 16 all wool rnal-
ery loose backs. Fri- Inr
day and Saturday IQ I.
Ladies heavy wool jackets, 24
and 27 in. Single br-motted loose
close fitted styles in stripes and
plaid and checks real values
$3.96 and WOO. Fri- 00 nc
day and Saturday
$12 and $15
Coats $9.75
Big lot of fine Coats all
wool, Broad Cloths some
1-4 lined some full lined.
Real values $12 to $15.
Friday and Satur-
day.
$9.75
3.95 Silk Petticoat 3.95
$5, $6 Special 3.95.
Friday and Saturday not many
in the lot. Blacks and colors.
Deep full fiouncings. Real
values to $6.00.
Friday and Saturday
$3.95
Outing Cloth Garments
Outing cloth garments 26 eta.
sleeping garments of stripe
outing. 39c white outing cloth
sleeping garments.
Misses Outing Cloth Gowns 39c. Real value
50c to 60c.
Womens Outing Cloth Gowns 89c. Real
values 1,00 to 1.19,
Womens Outing Cloth Petticoats 49c. Real
values 50c to 65c,
35c infants wrappers worth 50c,
49c Misses Long Kim ona worth 75c,
89c women's Flannelet worth 1,25, others at
1.39, 1,69, 2,49 worth 1.50, 2,00 and 3,00,
None charded or sent on approval. Free
Railroad Fare subject to former condi-
tions only FRIDAY AND SATURDAY.
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• for one year for the cost of one paper. Send us one dollar, the 
subscription price of the. Weekly New Era, and you will receive this paper and The Tobacco
Wit • Planter one year without any extra charge whatever. This offer will place in the home of every resident of Christian and adjoining counties the best local pa
.4 a
per published in the state and The Tobacco Planter, the only tobacco newspaper
 in the entire dark tobacco district of Western Kentucky and Tennessee.
• There are no strings to this offer. You need not send us the n
ames of any of your friends who are interested in tobacco, you have absolutely no conditions to
iC comply with. Just send the one dollar now and you will receive the two papers for the next twelve months every w
eek.
0
0
0
:
0 
I t is published at Guthrie, headquarters for the
• 
Planters' Protective association, the organization,
S. 
which, with its membership of 40,000 has fought the
tobacco trust to a standstill and won a decisive bat-
• 
tie in raising the price of tobacco to the point where
• 
there is a profit to the producer.
It is the only tobacco newspaper in the entire
• dark tobacco district of Western Kentucky and Ten-
nessee. It is a tobacco newspaper in every sense
S. of the word. It devotes its atte
ntion entirely to
•• 
tobacco and association news. It is live, bright,
and uptodate. publishing every week the tobacco
0, and association news from every corner of the entire
• dark tobacco district—county meetings, tobacco
•Ak • 
sales at every association salesroom and every mar-
ket place for tobacco where dark tobacco is sold.
and everything else in the line of tobacco news.
It keeps every association member in touch with
•
•
•
•
•
• ready paid in advance. Your subscription to The Tobacco Planter will begin at once, and you will receive it for one year with no extra charge The two
•
papers will cost just exactly what they would cost you if subscribed for singly, Senid your dollar now and receive the advantage of this offer
• If you are not already a subscriber to the New Era send us one dollar and your ye.tbscription to both papers will commence at once. For a year you will
receive the New Era the best paper published•-in Western Kentucky, and The Tobacco Planter, which will keep you in touch with the Association—your own
fit'organization.
What the Tobacco Planter Is
his headquarters, his association, and keeps him con-
stantly informed of the news of the greatest organi-
zation of farmers the world has ever seen. It is
on the spot always, and by reading it every asso-
ciation man knows just exactly where he stands
and what the tobacco situation is.
It publishes bright, interesting tobacco feature
stories from all over the world, practical articles
regarding the cultivation of tobacco from men who
are making a study of this great industry and who
know what they are talking about. It is of vital
Interest to you, because tobacco interests you.
There is no man, woman, or child in the dark to-
bacco district but what he or she is interested in
tobecco.
The Tobacco Planter is the only newspaper de-
voting its attention entirely to this great question
and no member of the Planters' Protective associa-
tion can afford to be without it.
What the Weekly New Era Is
The Weekly New Era reaches the subscriber on
Friday of each week. Every week it contains 12
pages, and sometimes 16 or even 20 pages filled with
the very latest news of every kind. We also publish
a daily and the cream of each day's news is saved
and reprinted in the Weekly, and besides this, many
special items are included in the Weekly. It is pub-
lished especially with an eye to furnishing our
people with the most accurate and complete ac-
counts of local happenings. We publish each week
a complete report of the tobacco market here and
tobacco news from all over the dark tobacco district.
Besides the news features its advertising col-
umns are filled with tempting offerings of all kinds.
There are interesting stories from time to time,
bright letters of neighborhood doings from our cor-
respondents and timely comments on current topics
from our subscribers.
The New Era is pre-eminently a paper for the
hoine and every member of the family will find each
issue teeming with news of interest. It is the oldest
paper in this section, having been established in
1869. •
We have recently installed a Linotype type setting
machine, which, aside from greatly increasing our
capacity for handling news, gives the subscribers
each issue a paper that is printed from entirely new
type and is therefore much easier read. The paper
is printed on the latest improved cyclinder press and
is folded by machinery.
Wherever a fault is found it is quickly eradicated
and we feel sure you will be delighted with the pa-
per.
This Offer is Limited If you wishNew Era we will credit you with another year's subscription from the date for which you have al-to take advantage of it send us your dollar now, If you are a subscriber to Weekly
•Address all Orders to Weekly New Era, Hopkinsville, Ky
•
• 
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TENNESSEAN TELLS
FANNERS THEIR RESOLUTIONS
ARE HASTY AND ILL-ADVISED.
vans Should Not Be Publicly
•Alved—Loose Sale System Would
Break Up Association.
the adjournment of the mass
ting of farmers held Monday M-
oon at the courthouse, Hon. Joseph
E. Washington. of Robinson county,
Tennessee, in response to calls, ad-
d rimsed the people.
tdr. Washington, who is a brother-
in-tlaw of Gen. Manager Felix G. Ew-
ing, is an association leader and an
actomplished orator. He spoke for
an: hour in defense of the methods of
the association.
in referring to the resolutions which
hap been adopted he characterized
thtm as being hasty and ill-advised
b! •
&rid said that this was the surest way
to 'play into the hands of the tobacco
tnist. He declared that there was a
▪ Ildeai now on between the association
ana the Imperial Tobacco company
for from 10,000,000 to 15,000,000
'4pounds of stemming tobacco and that
only thing now to be decided was
the price. He warned the people that
If they persisted in the stand taken
In the resolutions that they were
serving notice upon the Imperial that
they should not buy now, but to wait
awhile longer and the disaffection
which existed would have its effect,
and they could buy in the old way
and at the old prices. He harked back
to 1903 and pictured the conditions
which prevailed at that time and af-
firmed that instead of the ruinous
prices which were then gotten that
from one hundred to two hundred
per cent advance was being paid
pow. He stated that he had been in-
formed by a reputable tobacco man
of Hopkinsville that the 4,000 hogs-
• .•?:;;;•.:40.•ii-;;;.'.t.-,'_?..,-..}.4*ik";-
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!heads which have been sold this year
on the Hopkinsrille market by the
association had brought an average
of $10 per hundred pounds.
He then took up the slump in the
trade which has left considerable
stocks on several of the markets, and
he laid the blame for all of this at
the doors pf the trust, saying that
they had adopted this method of
bringing the farmers to terms and try-
ing to cause their organization to
break up. Saying that the Imperial
had heretofore refused steadfastly to
treat for the tobacco in this district
he declared that this was due to the
refusal of enough persons to go into
the organization to supply that com-
pany with what tobacco they needed.
Regarding the resolutions again, he
designated them as a being sugar-
coated remedy which could be swal-
lowed easy and left a good taste at
first, but would shortly cause a big
disturbance and make those who had
taken them seek hiding. He declared
that the resolutions were not wholly
bad but if the farmers had any com-
plaints to make they should go to
their county chairman or to the board
of directors and lay the case before
them and not hold public meetings
and air their grievances to the world.
He averred that in no case where
grievances had thus been reported had
the officials or the board of directors
failed to satisfy the complainant, and
he predicted that in the future all
cases would receive prompt and prop-
er attention.
Regarding the sale of the 1908 crop,
he stated that this year the associa-
tion controlled 60,000 hogsheads and
had sold something over 40,000 or
more than the total sales of last year.
The prices on this had been such that
over $7,000,000 had been distributed
among the farmers.
Referring to Mr. Ewing, the speak-
er eulogized him highly for the ser-
vice he has rendered the organization
and stated that he was now daily giv-
ing his life's best endeavor in the in-
terest of the farmer. He declared
that Mr. Ewing had always stood be-
tween the farmer and a reduction in
prices and that he was so protecting
them now. He called for every one
in the house who wanted to endorse
MT. Eozing's course to Sold up his
hand and immediately the air was
filled with waving hands_
Loose sales, according to Mr. Wash-
intgon, would mean the disruption of
the organization for only in its prised
state cold the tobacco be firmly con-
trolled. He denied that the cost of
prizinz, storage house charges, samp-
lin, etc., were greater under the as-
sociation plan than it was wider the
old regime when tobacco was sold in
the hogsheads through regular ware-
bosses. He declared that if the loose
sales were adopted again it would
mean poverty and want again for the
farmers.
Mr. Washington referred to the suc-
cess of the Burley growers in dispos-
ing of their entire holdings of 1906
and 11107 tobacco to the trust and gave
all the credit for this result to the
farmers' fidelity in steadfastly adher-
ring to their pledges to the Society
of Equity in the face of want and
sometimes Misery which was brought
about by their lack of ready money.
He declared that if each county had
been allowed to sell independently,
or the business had been handled in
any other way than it was, the organ-
ization would have gone to pieces
long ago.
Mr. Washington's speech was fre-
quently applauded and after he had
concluded many went up and shook
hands with him. During the entire
proceedings, from the time Mr. Davis
called the meeting to order until Mr.
Washington closed, the house was
packed, the aisles, inside the bar. and
the balcony being filled.
Taking Candy from Babies!
It's just that easy to save money in
our Jewelry department. Make your
dollars worth a quarter more.
FORBES MFG. CO., Incorporated.
Give
Stoves.
on you
Warm Up
us your order for Heating
Don't wait until the chill is
before getting busy.
FORBES MFG. CO., Incorporated.
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NO CRIME COMMITTED
When Y04.1 Kill the Deadly Dandruff
Microbes.
Take care of your hair or be sorry
later on. If it is good condition now
keep it that way.
Many a man now bald or aflicted
with a wig would have a full head of
luxuriant hair if he had used a good
hair tonic iikhis younger days.
"HE WORf
A W/6
AND ALL
77IE WORLD
KNEW /T."
Healthy hair Must have nourish-
ment,or in time it will surely die
and fall out.
The best hair nourisher, invigora-
tor and dressing known to science
to-day is Parisian Sage.
Cook & Higgins sells it and guar-
antees it to cure dandruff, stop fall-
ing hair or Itching of the scalp in
two weeks, or money back.
It is highly praised by thousands
of ladies because it is the only hair
dressing that makes the hair soft,
silky and luxuriant. Parisian Sage
is the only hair treatment that
reaches the roots of the hair. It
kills the germs, puts new life into
the roots, and brightens up the hair
The price is only 60 cents a large
bottle at Cook & Higgins or direct
by express, all charges prepaid,
from the American makers, Giroux
Mfg. Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
Miss Jimmie Byars, who has been
visiting her sister, Mrs. A. E. Brawner,
of St. Louis, has returned home.
Mrs. A. L. Dade and daughter, Mar-
garet, will spend this week with Mrs.
Virginia Lipscomb.
John H. Bell has returned from
Knoxville.
Loses Horse and Buggy.
(Sipa “Epsand, mo.u)
Dr. J. G. White, of Cerulean Springs,
was in town today trying to locate
or gain some trace of a horse and
b,uggy which either strayed away
last night or was stolen.
The horse was a valuable black ani-
mal, about 15 hands high, blazed face
and with one white hind foot. The
buggy was an open top, stick seat,
black painted vehicle. When last
beard of the rig was near Buffalo
church and it is said that a man was
driving it.
Dr. White has offered a reward of
$15 for the recovery of the outfit and
the police of this and neighboring
towns have been notified and are on
•
the lookout for it.
JIM WOOD'S SLAYER
IS SENT TO PENITENTIARY FOR
TWO YEARS.
CENTRAL CITY, Ky., Dec. 1.—The
jury in the case of the commonwealth
against John Magann for the killing
of J. D. and John Wood last April in
a street fight in this town, brought
In a verdict sentencing him to two
years in the penitentiary after delib-
erating nearly twenty-four hours. A
new trial will be asked for. The trial
of Hardwick for the same killing is
now on before the special term at
Greenville.
Jim Wood was one of the beat
known figures in the union labor field
In Kentucky. While digging &al at
Central City he was elected president
of the United Mine Workers of the
Western Kentucky district. He was
at the head of the union during the
strenuous times in Hopkins county
while the strike of the miners was in
progress. Later Wood was elected
president of the Kentucky federation
of labor.
Several months ago the Wood
bttothers engaged in a pistol battle
with Magann and Hardwick, who were
officers of the city. Jim Wood was
instantly killed and his brother re-
ceived wounds from which he died in
a few days.
TOBACCO COMING IN
DELIVERIES ON STALK TO STRIP-
PING HOUSE.
A Little Too Much Rain, But Condi-
tions are Now Satisfactory to
the Growers.
For the first time this season, wag-
ons laden with tobacco are to be seen
every now and then passing through
the streets bound for some of the
prizing houses of the association or
a stripping house that has been open-
ed in the old Cummings factory on
Elm street. A good portion of the
deliveries are being made on the stalk
to this stripipng house. Under a re-
cent order of the board of directors
of the association the prizers are not
allowed to receive tobacco on the
stalk and strip it out as they have
been doing up until this season.
Some scattering deliveries have
been made before this week but these
were very small. Today is really the
only time that receipts might be said
to be heavy.
For two or three days preceding the
rain of Sunday night and Monday
morning, tobacco was in splendid or-
der. The rains at that time proved
most too much of a good thing and
tobacco that was still hanging in the
barn, and this was by far the larger
portion of the crop, got too high in
order. The wind and colder weather
has about remedied this now.
Miss Graeme Campbell
Is permanently located in our Jew-
elry and China department and can
save her friends as nice margin in
these lines. Give her a call.
FORBES MFG. CO., Incorporated.
The Best Awe.
To Buy Butcher Knives, Lard Cans,
Jars, Hog Scrapers and our own
scalding tubs, is
• FORBES MFO. CO., Incorporated.
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Featured by Miss IRENE BENTLEY in "A Girl From Dale."
• Words by HARRY B. SMITH.
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WANTED
Buy Car Load or Less—Any Quantity
Butter, Eggs, Poultry, Wool,
Feathers, Ginseng, Beswax,
Tallow, Cow Hides, Mule 11 ides
Horse Hides and Sheep Hides
Don't fail to see us for prices. Call, write or 'hone
The Hayden Produce Company
Cumb. Phone 26-3, Home Phone 1322.
E. 9th St., near L & N. Depot. HERBERT L. HAYDON, Mgr
J.R.Brame&Son
Have secured a contract and
will prize tobacco for the
Dark Tobacco Planters'
Protective association at
their • factory, corner 15th
Street and Canton Pike.
They Solicit Your Patron-
rondge and Guarantee
Satisfaction.
WORKS A HARDSHIP
LOCAL AUTHORITIES DON'T LIKE
JUVENILE COURT LAW
Young Criminals, Having No Fear of
Punishment, are Becoming
Bold In Their Acts.
Petty thieveing is flourishing in
Hopkinsville just at this time and de-
spite the constant vigilance of the po-
lice force nearly every day brings
fresh reports of articles stolen. •
Countrymen coming to town and
leaving their wagons standing for a
few minutes in front of a store or
while they are hitching their horses
frequently miss packages from the
wagon when they return. One day re-
cently a farmer stepped into a store
for only a few minutes and when he
came back to his wagon a peck of
hickory nuts was gone. Another
farmer the day before that was un-
hitching his horses and a negro boy
stole a pair of shoes from the wagon.
Some bystanders happened to see this,
though, and the police got the shoes
back.
Cabooses on the L. & N. railroad are
another favorite field for the thievery.
When the long freight trains stop at
the tank for water .,the cabooses are
frequently left unoccupied and several
time have thieves slipped in and
stolen anything that was in sight.
Last night a caboose was robbed of
a heavy chincilla overcoat, a) pair of
$6 shoes and a grip full of clothing,
in all estimated to be worth $50.
This thieving is a by-product of
the juvenile court law. In the great
majority of the cases the theft is per-
petrtated by children, both white and
black, who tt,re unner the age limit
as prescribed by this law. Children,
who have criminal instincts, have be-
come well posted on this new law
awl know that under a certain age
they cannot be dealt with as are com-
mon felons and so they ply their
trade with the greatest abandon.
They are often instigated, it is said, by
older persons who reap a share of the
Ill gotten gains. Frequently the po-
lice follow up the theft successfuIly
and locate the property and the of-
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fender but in many cases the only
thing they can do is to recover the
property and are prevented from ar-
resting and punishing the child by
the juvenile law. Children cannot be
placed in jail and when convicted can
only be sent to the school of reform
and this is so crowded now that they
refuse to take in any more.
10 GENTS TO STOP THAT ITCH
How Easy to Get Relief-Instant Re-
lief-From Skin Disease.
Is it worth 10 cents to you to stop
that It wful, awful agonizing itch?
If you are afflicted with skin dis-
ease, the:kind that seems to baffle
medical treatment, and leaves you
wild with itch, we hope you will not
fail to investigate a prescription
which is now recommended by many
of the best skin specialists, even in
preference to their own prescrip-
tions. It is the simple soothing oil
of wintergreen compound known as
D. D. D. Prescription. A 10 cent
trial bottle must convince you that
the itch is instantly allayed by this
prescription. "Get a liberal trial
bottle of the healing, soothing, ex-
ternal remedy,:D. D. D. Prescrip-
tion-and see!
We feel quite sure that before long
you will be cured, and at and rate
we know-KNOW POSITIVELY-that
your itch willibe allayed instantly
the minute that soothing liquid is
applied to the skin.f, L. L. ELGIN,
Druggist.
Write direct to D. D. D. Co., 112
Michigan St., Chicago, enclosing 10
cents for trial bottle.
-SEEDS
masers SEEDS SUCCEED I
SPECIAL OFFER:
Made to bend New Ensliiess. A trial :win
make you otr permanca. euetomer.
Prize Collection kadiA* 17 ""tle3: 141^tueo, 12 L.IcIs: 4."19
the finest ; Tarsi,. 7 spl e ;0w13.i, s bsa riipi
ties;iU liprimpliow•rlog Bulbs-04 varieties in all.
41/CARANTEED TO PLEAtiF.
Write to-day; Mention this Paxr.
SEND 10 CEKTS
to error postais and packing and mei.. th• 17-v1 .1,4%1 e
collection of ikede postpaid. iorsitilie Ulla • 
*Us all abseil the ligag veristiaa ,4g e„1,
Instructive, Beautiful Feed and 71-nt ,
Ei. w. haw, 1377 BUCX '
No. 53.
Adwell & Stowe,
Contracting Tinners and Plumbers
ROOF PAINTING AND ALL
KINDS OF REPAIR WORK
For Hidh Class Work in These Lines Try
Us and Get Results.
Cumb. Phone 270 Home Phone 1408
FOR SALE
200 acres farm in Warren county, Tenn.,
one mile from depot,postoffice:and school
Plenty of good water, good land, lays7well
Fine clover and tobacco land.
Price $20 per acre, 1-3 cash balance to
suit. For particulars address,
FRANK G. SMARTT,
R. R. No. 3 McMinnville. Tennessee.
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 COST
OF
INSUR
AN
The BEST Fire Insurance that any country building can have is a
Cortright Metal Shingle Roof
It cannot burn. It cannot leak. It never needs repairs, and makes
the handsomest long lived roof on the market. Insurance Companies
recognize its advantages and are glad to quote lower prices where it
used. Drop in and see them.
Forbes ManTg. Co., incorporated llopklnsville, Ky
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Does your business call you to take
he mud, the slop, the sleet and the
snow?
Have Sense!
Buy Edelen's Old "WIDEST MIKE" Boots and
Shoes.
LEATHER SHOES—By this we mean the old
time Kid and Calf, tanned by the old fashioned
'INkond-time, cold liquid or Chesnut Oak process, the
Ingle as used by our fathers and our fathers
_niers—LEATHER SHOES.
Water Turners, Mud Splitters, Life Savers!
SEE
Frankel's!
11•0•11000••••••••,0•00••• 90009600
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• DAVID SMITH, WALTER A. WILSON. •
• Ex-Sheriff Christiau Co. •
•0* •
I
Association Prizers.
Smith & Wilson, ••1
• 
•
•
•
• •
•
04. Location: American Snuff Co' s. rehandling plant
• on 21st street. Personal attention given to each •
Sala' dividuai crop. Advances made on tobacco in:
Wstorage. Bring your tobacco to us. Both phones. •
•
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••0
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Kentucky's Big Poultry
Pigeon and Dog Show.
1
Southern Poultry & Pet Stock Association,
INCORPORATED
Will Hold their Second Annual Exhibition at
Bowling Green, Ky., Dec. 28, '08, to Jan. 2, '09.
Excursion Rates on all Railroads.
S. L. Campbell ft nd R. L. Jones, J udges; Jno. A. Muskin, Nashville, Supt.
Write for catalogue to
SCOTT DONALDSON, Bowling/ Green, Ky.
Petro 
Tailoring 
Co.
ALLWHITE
TAILORS
Maker of Stylish Garments
F. G. Petre,'.Cutter and Mar.
American Express Bldg. Cor. 2nd Ave. and Vir. Stree
•
Tenn. Central Time Table
Effective Oct. 17th, 1908
EAST BOUND
No. 12, Clarksville and Nashville Mail, leaves
No. 14, Clarksville and Nashville Mail, leaves
WEST BOUND
No. 11 Clarksville and Hopkinsville Mail, arrives 11:16 a. in
No. 18, Clarksville and Hopkinsville Mall, arrives 816 p. m
G. B. NEWMAN Agent
6•30 a. in.
4  00 p.m.
Cha. AboutPeopleand Things.
(From Saturday's Daily)
Mrs. Clark's Reception.
Mrs. Claude R. Clark was the host-
ess of a d3lightful reception Tuesday
evening from 3 to 5 o'clock at her
handsome home on South Main street.
The parlor ;vas decorated in pink car-
nations and palms and the dining
room in white carnations, ferns and
plumose vines, with candles and shades
of red. The hall was artistically
adorned with ferns and chysanthe-
mums. Cards were taken by little
Misses Beth Thomas and Ethel Wal-
lace. •
The accomplished hostess was
gracefully assisted in receiving the
guests by Mesdames Thomas J. Mc-
Reynolds, Preston Thomas, Henry M.
Frankel, W. D. Cooper and Miss Annie
McPherson. In the dining t-qtom,
where a delightful salad course was
served, were Mesdames J. P. 13zaden
and Henry D. Wallace and Miss Fan-
nie Phelps.
There was a large number of callers
and the function was one of the most
charming entertainments of the
season.
Admiral Terry Returns.
Rear Admiral Silas Wright Terry,
of the United States navy, has re-
turned to Washington after a visit
to his brother, Capt. F. G.Terry and
other relatives in Cadiz and Trigg
county. Admiral Terry was born in
Trigg county and spent several
years there. During his visit he was
the recipient of much attention and
enjoyed himself to the utmost.
In New Business.
John P. Prowse, Jr., who has charge
of Frankel's books, has resigned his
position to take effect the first of
January. He is an expert bookkeeper
and capable young business man and
the Frankels relinquish his efficient
services with regret. Mr. Prowse has
formed a partnership in the fire in-
surance business with Ben S. Winfree.
The firm has been associated since
Nov. 1, and with the new year Mr.
Prowse will devote his entire time to
its affairs. That Winfree & Prowse
will be one of the most successful in-
surance firms in the city goes without
saying.
Handsome Legacy.
Mrs. William H. Cummings, Jr., is
one of the beneficiaries of the will
of her uncle-in-law, the late Capt.
Patrick Henry, a wealthy and distin-
guished citizen of Clarksville. The
bulk of the property is left to M. A.
Martin, a nephew, and there are lega-
cies for nine nephews and nieces.
"Eagle Nest," his ancestral home, is
bequeathed to Miss Marion Martin,
and at her death goes to his name-
sake, the little son of Martin L. Cross.
The bequest to Mrs. Cummings is real
estate in St. Louis valued at $5,000.
Dr. Ferguson Remembered.
At the Western Kentucky Asylum
for the Insane last night, Dr. Jo M.
Ferguson, the retiring first assistant
physician, was presented with a
handsome diamond pin by the officials,
employes and his former associates
as a token of their regard and admi-
ration. The presentation speech was ef-
fectively delivered by Lucian H. Davis,
and Dr. Ferguson made a very happy
and feeling response. There is gener-
al regret felt not only at the institu-
tion, but in this entire community,
over the departure of Dr. •Ferguson.
In speaking of him today Chairman
John B. Chilton, of the Democratic
county committee, a former associate
of Dr. Ferguson, voiced the general
sentiment when he said: "Dr Fergu-
son is one of the most excellent men
I have ever known. He is a thorough-
ly competent physician and a trained
alienist, and the asylum never had an
official more faithful in the perform-
ance of every duty. He is as clean
as a woman, with a character as flaw-
less as the diamond with which he
was presented last night."
MRS. M'RANEY'S EXPERIENCE.
Mrs. M. McRaney, Prentiss, Miss.,
writes: "I was confined to my bed
or three months with kidney and blad-
der trouble, and was treated by two
physicians but failed to get relief. No
human tongue can tell how I suffered,
and I had given up hope of ever get-
ting well until I began taking Foley's
Kidney Remedy. After taking two
bottles I felt like a new person, and
feel it my duy to tell suffering women
what Foley's Kidney Remedy did for
me." L. A. Johnson & Co., druggists.
,REVIVAL MEETING
Evangelist Davis Will Aid Pastor
Miller at Hebron Church.
TO MAKE A CONTEST
FORMAL ANNOUNCEMENTS OF
HON. ADLAI STEVENSON.
Claims That Thousands of Totes In-
tended for Him Were Counted
for Deneen.
CHICAGO, Nov. 30.—Adlai E. Ste-
venson purposes a contest agt.inst
Charles S. Deneen for the governor-
ship of Illinois. The Democratic can-
didate has come to the belief that he
received a majority of the votes cast
ADLAI IL STEVENSON.
as between himself and Gov. Deneen
at the recent election. Chairman
Boeschenstein, of the state committee,
after a conference with Democratic
leaders, said last night:
"We would not be performing our
duty were we not fo make public tes-
timony which has come to us since
election day. It is testimony which
will convince the legislature that
thousands of votes were wrongfully
counted for Deneen which should
have been counted for Stevenson.
The contest will be made."
The official canvass gave Deneen
23,164 plurality.
The Rev. Pat H. Davis will assist
the Rev. W. T. Miller in a revival 
•
meeting at Hebron church, beginning
next Monday evening at 6 o'clock.
Mr. Miller is an evangelist of remark-
able power. He is now engaged in a
meeting at Pembroke.
C7 AL MI '11 C:e 3171. I A..
The Klee You HaY8 Always Bought6..n the
Nrnature
Every Stetson
bears the
Stetson name
Our custo-
mers hit the
style mark
every time
they select a
Stetson
It is the only
all 'round sat-
isfactory hat
we have ever
known.
We have the
Stetson Soft and
Derby Hats in all
the latest styles.
The Irvind Roseboroudh
Company, Incorporated.
EVERYTHING
POINTS
To the fact that this is go-
ing:to be a cold winter, so
why not let me put in your
coal before the price ad-
vances and while the weath-
er is good?
Gasoline
Delivered in 5 gallon lots.
•
Call to see me at Forbes'
old coal yard, corner 13th
and railroad.
Fred Jackson
Coal Dealer.
Cumb. Phone 59.
Home Phone 1569.
COMMITTEE MAKEUP
OF INTEREST TO DEMOCRATS IN
THIS DISTRICT.
Announced That Stanley Will Have
Opposition From Owensboro at
the Next Election.
The make up of the new Democratic
congressional committee is a matter
of considerable intrest in Owensboro,
since there is little doubt that this
city will have a candidate for the con-
gressional nomination when the next
election rolls around, says the Owens-
boro Inquirer.
The congressional committee de-
cides whether the nominee shall be
chosen by a primary or a mass con-
vention and will arrange other details
in the contest, therefore the personnel
of the committee and its leanings are
of consid_,rable importance.
Daviess county gets two representa-
tives on the congressional committee,
Hugh Gilbert, chairman of the city
committee, and Ernest Howell, of the
county committee.
John DeLacy heads the McLean
county committee. Mr. DeLacy is a
farmer residing near Glenville.
William E. Bourland, an attorney at
Dixon, the county seat, heads the Web-
ster county committee. He is a well
known politician.
John B. Brasher, editor of the Mad-
isonville Journal, is the chairman of
the Hopkins county committee. •
Senator J. T. Wilson, recently the
representative of Henderson and Un-
ion counties in the state senate, is the
head of the Henderson county com-
mittee. Senator Wilson is a farmer
residing near Wilson station, and is
also interested in Henderson manu-
facturing enterprises.
J. Sam Gregory, of Lewisport, is
chairman of the Hancock county com-
mittee. Mr. Gregory is one of the
proprietors of the Lewisport flour
mills, and is a brother of C. E. Greg-
ory, secretary of the Owensboro com-
mittee.
John Chilton, of Hopkinsville, heads
the Christian county committee.
Union county postponed the selec-
tion of a county chairman until after
the Democratic primary, December 2.
BY RABBI HIRSCH
PLEA FOR UNION OF RACES IS
RENEWER
Famous Jewish Divine Heartily Com-
mends Intermarriage—"Trying
to Remove a Blight."
CHICAGO, Nov. 28.—Rabbi Emil G.
Hirsch, whose pronouncement for in-
termarriage between members of the
Jewish and other religions has created
a wide discussion, this week from his
pulpit more fully expounded his views.
Not only does Dr. Hirsch comemend
intermarriage, but he declares that it
is better than the marriage of orthodox
and reformed Jews. There is more
difference between the views of these
branches of his church, he declares,
than there is between Catholics and
Unitarians.
He declared he was not posing as
an advocate of intermarriage, but was
trying to remove the blight that
classes had put upon it.
He declared he had officiated at mar-
riages of Jews and non-Jews, and
that the young men who were not
Jews usually made more favorable im-
pression when they came to him to ask
him to perform the ceremony than did
the Jews.
Cures Rheumatism And Catarrh—
Medicine Free.
Send no money—simply write and
try Botanic Blood Balm at our ex-
pense. Botanic Blood Balm (B. B.
B.) kills or destroys the poison in
the blood which causes the awful,
aches in back and shoulder blades,
shifting pains, difficulty in moving
fingers, toes or legs, bone pains,
swollen muscles and joints of rheu-
matism, or the foul breath, hawking
spitting, droppings in throat, bad
hearing, specks flying before the
eyes,all played out feelingof catar7h.
Botanic of 60 years' standing after
doctors hot springs and patent med-
icines had all failed. Most of these
cured patients had taken Blood
Hahn as a last resort. It is especial-
ly advised for chronic, deep-seated
cases. Impossible for any one to suf-
fer the agonies or symptoms of rheu-
matism,catarrh while or after taking
Blood Balm. It makes the blood
pure and rich, thereby giving a
healthy blood supply. Cures are
permanent and not patched up.
Drug stores, $1 per large bottle. Sam-
ple of Blood Balm sent free and pre-
paid, also special medical advice by
describing your trouble and writing
Blood Balm Co., Atlanta, Ga.
REGULAR CYCLONE
WILL BE EDUCATIONAL WHIRL-
WIND CAMPAIGN.
Christian County Will Have Three
Rallies—Great Interest Is Be-
lug Manifested.
The "Whirlwind Campaign" for bet-
ter eductation in Kentucky has de-
veloped into a real "cyclone" and the
reports received from over one hun-
dred counties in the state give ev-
ery indication that it will be exceed-
ingly destructive to illiteracy and to
ignorance. The interest and enthu-
siasm throughout the state has sur-
passed all expectations and the cam-
paign bids fair to surpass any of the
campaigns recently held in any of the
southern states.
In Christian county, three rallies
will be held on Dec. 5, under the aus-
pices of Supt. Gray and the School Im-
provement league. Dr. George W.
Ramsey will deliver addresses as fol-
lows:
Pembroke at 10 o'clock a. m.
Hopkinsville at 2 o'clock p. m.
Crofton at 7 o'clock p .m.
The meeting in this city will be held
at the Union tabernacle.
Numbers of the counties have ar-
ranged for all day meetings with a
number of local speakers in additiOn
to the regular speaker. The intense
interest in the schools and the desire
for information concerning the new
school laws, their workings and their
interpretation will bring hundreds of
citizens to the rallies that would not
otherwise attend. The newly elected
trustees in all the counties of the
state have been appointed on the local
committees and they will see to it that
their friends hear what the "Whirl-
winders" have to say. In many in-
stances brass bands have been hired,
special programs of music and recital
have been planned and a general all-
round, all day good time will be had.
The state superintendent with an
extra force of clerks is at work al-
most night and day and careful at-
tention is being given to every matter
of detail. Nothing will be left un-
done to make the caMpaign through-
out the state a success. Speakers
within the state and from beyond the
state have been caught in the "whirl-
wind" and are daily volunteering their
services for the cause of education.
Each of them is. anxious to contribute
something to remove the stain of il-
literacy from the state.
SANS COMMISSIONS
ARE ALL THE OFFICERS OF THE
STATE GUARD.
Must Now Undergo An Examination
and Stand or Fall By the
Results.
LOUISVILLE, Ky., Nov. 28.—All of
the officers of the Kentucky national
guard are in Lousiville to stand an
examination and see whether they get
a commission. Strange as it may
seem, it is a fact, n2v.....1..eless, that
the law men: !--g e- al: military offi-
cer in the emu__ )nw.. :: I to stand an
examination af4- 7 el. or appoint-
ment, before recoivil a commission,
has been allowed to slumber undis- -
turbed on the statute books; and ex-
cept for possible exceptions among
those old in service, there is not a
so-called "commissioned officer" in the
Kentucky national guard today who
really has a commission.
Col. Jouett Henry, of Hopkinsville,
came to town last night with four
other military moguls, and stated that
not only the colonels but also their
majors and captains and lieutenants
were as comruissionless as the day
they were born.
The examining board, appointed by
the governor, consists of Col. Jouett
Henry, Col. W. N. Hughes and Col.
Charles B. Clay, of the Governor's
staff; Major A. M. Moffett, of the Ad-
jutant General's staff, and Capt. Rob-
ert N. Kreiger, of the First regiment.
At 3 o'clock this afternoon at the
armory every officer in Kentucky, over
100 in number, will sit down and an-
swer a long list of questions, num-
bering 120, about everything known
to military tactics and soldierly skill.
Those who pass the tests, which will
last from three to four hours, will get
their commissions, and those who
don't pass the examinations will not.
Or. King's New Life P1110
The best hi the world.
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CONSUMPTION
COST BILLION
This the Annual Lots to the Nation, Say Experts
al the Tuberculosis Congress.
According ,o Prof. Irving Fisher of Yale,
the "Great White Plague" costs over one
billion dollars a year. He estimates that
consumption kills 133,000 every year in the
United States. . This is equal to the deaths
from typhoid fever, scarlet fever, diph-
theria, appendicitis, meningitis, diabetes,
smallpox, and cancer all put together.
Consumption is undoubtedly infectious
said like Pneumonia and Diphtheria is
usually contracted in winter when closed
doors and windows cause impure air. Care-
ful ventilation aid the use of a reliable
disinfectant are the best preventatives.
The last thing at night pour into the traps
of the closets, wash-basins, sinks, etc., a
little Platt's Chlorides. AU suspected
places should be Leely sprinkled with a
mixture of one (1) part Platt's Chlorides
and ten (10) parts of water. Platt's Chlo-
rides is an odorless. colorless liquid disin-
bactant which destroys foul odors and
lisease-germs. It is sold everywhere in
hill quart bottles, and is prepared only by
lienry B. nett, 42 Cliff St., New York.
rano
paasaan elves contracts, backed by chain
at 3J Colleges, $300,000.00 capital, and 15
years' success, to secure positions u n d ei
tmssonable conditions or refund tuition.
BOOKKEEPING Drseehon's com.petItors, by notaccepting hl
prokvialtIon, concede that he teaches more
itxr....teeping in THREE months than they
loin SIX. Dranghon can convince YOU,
a
ATEEK",,Y Klinvvro CRY NE'V
eameala•easaaseasearasageraAraaiae-
DEC 4
Don't Pay Rent!
Your landlaud is the only
one tha t profits.
You can't sell your rent re-
ceipts. Every dollar paid for
rent is "gone" Start now to-
wark
A Home of Your Own
paying for it with the same
money you are now paying for
rent. You can easily do so by
adopting our plan, which is a
practical and successful busi-
ness proposition.
We open a new series each
year, in December and June.
A limited numbet of shares
will be sold for investment
South Kentucky Building &
Loan Association,Incorporated
H. C. Gant, - Pres.
J. E. McPherson, Sec.
7ammanima 
1:)14. R. L. Bradley,
Velorinary Surgeon,
araduate of Ontario Veterinary Col
lege, Toronto, Canada.
Specialist in Surgery, Foot and
Leg Lameness and Dentistry. Cas-
tration of Stallions; filing by a new
process. Very speciasurgical oper-
ations for the cure of Spavin; and
Stringhalt. Neurotomy for the:cure
of lameness in Navicular diseases.
Office at Gray it Gates livery stable,
East Ninth street, near L. ic N. de-
pot. telephone 145.
ALL CALLS by letter or telephou
promptly attended to.
ELOPE' NSVTLLE - KENTUCKI
SHORTHAND
 
75 percent Sent
 CourtReporters to houserieepers
wrIte the system of Shorthand Draughon
leEtch es, because they know it is THE BES'T.
FON TREE CATALOGUE and booklet "Why Liebig COMPANY'S
Learn Telegraphy?" which explain all, call
171 airate JNo. F. DRAW) HON, President Extract of Beef
• I DRAUGHON'S
PRA".:TICAL BUSINESS COLLECX
orz also WM BY All.1.41
(.1neorporatad)
PADUCAH, NASHVILLE,
EVANSVfl.LF: n" ST. LOiTTS.
Dr. R. F. McDaniel
Practice Limited to
Diseases of the
Eye, Ear, Nose St Throat •
Office in Summer g building near
Court house. Phones—office, Cumb
t18; Home 1210. Residence, Cumb.
210; Home 1140. Office hours: 8 to
lilt a. in., 2 to 6 p. m.
Ths Zest Istres:I:ag Urinal in th9 11 und /
oca
• IJIBOCITLES
It all geed Bars, Groceries and Stands
Telephone Case Orders to
Cumb. 775 or Home 1114
W. A. CHAMBERS SL CO
WholJssie Orocers
40 l. trtla St. Hopkinsville Branch
DJBIS FEIRSTEIN & SMITH
DENTISTS
gamine:-
Bldg.
B )th NezttoCiu.t
Fob nn .4 T1 oll4t4
* 
Transfer
.•••••• •••••..
Tebephone Vaulrhan's Transfer at
ikrame's stable and have your bag-
gags, aellvered:to and from ell trains.
Phones, Comb 82; 13 ome 1313
/I yea want to buy or sell real
estate, call on Barnett & Thomp-
son. We also do a general contract
ing business. Both Phones. Cumb
614. Homee 1466.
N. A. BARNETT.
J. D. THOMPSON.
eod w lj
Dr. Edwards, Specialist,
Eye, Ear, Nose and
Throat. Test made free of
cl.arge for glasses. Phoe-
nix Bldg., Main St, Hop-
klusville, Ky.
.41.1, r"64.301r0,41.500%.42,....msrA..."."'"IMILI
KILL THE COUCH
AND CURE THE LU NCES
WIT4 Dr. King's
New Discovery
FOR "oucHs sj,31/eliCsTaaWet to-4 Trial Bottle Free
AND ALL THROA AtIll! LUNG TROUBLES.
DR. H. C. BEAZLEY,
Specialist
Office hours 9 to 12 a. m., 2 to 6 p.
m. Office. Main St., over Kress'
Store. thypkinsviile. Ky.
farmers from every sectiOn of the
county. Former Sheriff L. R. Davis
called the meeting to order, and an
impressive prayer was offered by Rev.
H. D. Smith. Squire B. F. Fuller was
elected chairman and Ben Wood sec-
retary, both without opposition. Mr.
Fuller, in stating the object of the
meeting, said that the planters had
met not antagonize the association,
in which they believed, but to consider
methods by which money could be se-
cured for their tobacco. He said that
he and his family had raised tobacco
thirty-one years, but his crop was now
tied up in the association and that
now he had to walk for miles and
work for a dollar a day to make
enough money to pay his taxes.
The following resolutions were of-
fered by Frank Poole, and were greet-
ed by cheers and adopted by an over-
whelming majority of votes, though
there were a few scattered "noes,"
after which the meeting was ad-
journed:
PETITION.
We, the farmers of Christian county,
Kentucky, in a mass meeting as-
sembled in Hopkinsville, Kentucky,
hereby adopt the following resol-
utions:
Resolved, First, That we respectful-
ly petition General Manager Felix G.
Ewing and the executive committee
of the Planters' Protective association,
of Kentucky, Tennesse and Virginia,
to permit our county chairman and
our committee to sell the remainder
of our 1907 crop of tobacco for the
best available price, as it would ap-
pear to us that under the present sys-
tem of sales, that it is impossiblb for
the officers of the association to sell
the remainder of said crop, and we
have complied with our obligation to
the association by delivering our
crops to the association as contem-
plated in the original obligation.
Resolved, Second, That we feel that
the association has not dealt with us
as we were made to believe that it
1Would, because it has failed to sell
our tobacco and further because, some
of our tobacco was sold at a greatly
reduced price.
Resolved, Third, That, because our
tobacco has not been sold, much dis-
tress is prevailing among our people
and we stand in dire need of the mon-
ey that is tied up in the remainder of
the 1907 crop in order to pay our
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAT taxes, to pay 
our rents, our doctor's
bills, and our store accounts and to
pay for school books and clothing for
our children And we feel that we have
Sean the
44MVUM
PARKER'S
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Clearawe and beatitales the War.
Pruitt** A luxuriant growth.
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and when the farmer delivers his to-
bacco, graded at the receiving door
Nos. 62 and 64 conneet at St. Louis for all points vest.
No. 51 connects at Guthrie for Meumphis tine points as far aouth 
a 
he shall pay the storage house stock-
Erin and for Louisville, Cincinnati and the es at. 
holders their percentage ,pay the
Nos. 63 and 66 make direct connection at (a uthrie for LouisvilL., n g
rader his percentage, pay the asso-
sitanati and all points north and east thereofd Nos. 68 anti 66 also conuust
 ciation its one per cent commission as
lea Memphis and way points.
11,). 92 rung through to St Louis ,and will carry passengers t( Earling 
soon as the tobacco is weighed, which
UM, Madisonville and Henderson 
 
will allow the farmer to save the great
No 93 through sleepers to Atlanta snd Macon, Also Pullman sleeper 
many unneccesary expenses, such as
tO New Orleans. Connects at Guthrie for points east and we
st salesman charges, insurance, saving
J. 0 HOOE, At. several hands of tobacco now used as
types, and also saving interest on
money that the famer is compelled to
borrow, and saving the cost of break-
ing the tobacco analp hauling and dray-
age, and also resulting in the farmer
receiving all of his money at once,
which would also allow the buyer
the privilege of handling, grading and
prizing the tobacco to suit the demands
of tha tobacco trade.
Resolved, Fifth, That, as we desire
to continue our membership in the
Planters' Protective association, we
are willing to pay any reasonatile
commissions or charges to said asso-
ciation for its proper maintenance on
a business basis.
Resolved, Sixth. That, whereas, we
furnish the land, labor and the money
O. R. NEWMAN, Agent to produce our 
tobacco, we feel, as
been imposed upon by not having our
tobacco sold by the association or not
being permitted to sell it ourselves.
Resolved, Fourth, That we respect-
fully petition General Manager, Felix
G. Ewing, and the executive commit-
tee of said association to establish a
fair and reasonable price on our to-
bacco, in three classes—leaf, lugs and
ltrash—and permit our county chair-
man and committee to sell our 1908
crop of tobacco loose, and upon the
following terms and conditions:
That in consideration of a satisfac-
1908 tory bond to the effect that any man
or men, or company will buy all of
our 1908 crop at the associatiop price,
the county chairman and his commit-
tee be allowed to employ a grader for
each receiving house in the county,
Illinois Central
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Coon Booil
telling how to prepare delicate
and delicious dishes.
ladress LEIBIG CO., P. 0. Box V,
New York
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NORTH BOUND.
No 238 Paducah-Cairo Express, leave 
" 3J2 Evansville and Louisville Mail ...... .
" 340 Princetcn MixedSOITIII BOUND.
341, Hopkinsvide Mixed, arrives 
" 821, Evansville Mail, arrives 
301 Evansville and Louisville Mail, arr
ivives
:40 a. in.
11 a. n.
6;26 p. h.
10:00 a. ni
3:60 p.
6.26 p. m
FRE.E.
BY FARMERS OF CHRISTIAN COUNTY
RESOLUTIONS ARE ADOPTED IN MASS MEETING SIMILAR 10
THOSE PASSED AT EDDYVILLt AND PRINCETON.
The Call for the Gathering of Tobacco Planters Attracted a Great Crowd to
the Court House, and Reading of Declaration Was
Greeted By Cheers.
(From Monday's Daily) free and intelligent citizens, that WP
The meeting of the Christian county are entitled to a voice in the manage-
farmers called "to consider the pres- ment of the buianess of any organiza-
ent situation of tobaco and its out- tion to which we belong, and we feel
look," attracted to the court house that the books of said association, at
this afternoon ,an immense crowd of its headquarters, should at all times
be open to the inspection of any and
all farmers who are members of said
organization, and we further feel that
the association should render to the
farmers of the dark tobacco district
an account of its stewardship
Resolved, Seventh, That, as we de-
sire to work in harmony with each
other, and with the Planters' Protec-
tive association for the general wel-
fare of each other, we would respect-
fully petition that the business of said
organization be conducted similar to
business of like character, and that
equal confidence be placed in the far-
mer by the association which the
farmer has placed in the association,
and that the association consider the 
welfare and the proseperity of its in- „,„„visimeammoimetteileatimeirpre.....04
dividual membership and permit them irw
to sell thei tobacco in loose form. i a
Come And See
A Large and Well Assorted
Resolved, Eighth, That the present
method of handling our tobacco by
said association is not profitable nor
satisfactory to the farmers of Chris-
tian county, and we form and adopted
these resolutions because we want to
be benefited by them and do not wish
nor desire to do anything detrimental
to the association
Resolved, Ninth, That unless these
resolutions or other methods are
adopted by which the tobacco industry
will be satisfactory and profitable to
the Christian county farmers, we
firmly resolve, as white free-born citi-
zens, never to sign another obligation
in the present Planters' Protective
association.
The resolutions are similar to those
adopted at Eddyville and Princeton. 1 0.0000.4/00.0.3011114)01.000.
0.004114
Stock of
Plain and Fancy Silks
Dress Goods and Trimmings
Cloaks, Jackets and Furs
Carpets, Rugs, Matlinsis
Linoleums and Oilcloths
Ladies and Mens Un'wear
Each and every line is complete at prices to -
suit all. I carry a full line of the celebrated
Waynu Hosiery, Try them and you will be
pleased.
T. M. JONES
E. B. Long, President. W. I. randy, Cashier.
'TY BANK
We invite your
account as safe
depository for
your funds.Dee
posit your val-
uable papers in
our vaults—
where they are
safe from fire
and burglars.
WOULD BE WELCOME
mal0.111112.
4.
41,
News at Princeton If Soldiers Were 4,
Allowed to May.
PRINCETON, Ky., No 3t) —In ac-
cordance with the order of Alit. Gen.
Johnston, the Owensboro military de-
tachment of the soldiers, under (ow -
mend of Capt. H. E. Gans, will break
camp here and depart fua theit home.
Capt. Gans and his men have been en-
camped in this city for the past foer
months, and with but few nihior ex-
ceptions most all the boys hava eon-
ducted themselves in a geatlewaniy
and courteous manner.
While at first there seemed soloe
animosity toward the soldiere apOn
the part of some people, who feii. their
presence unnecessary, yet it now
seems to be the prevailing opinion
that they would be welcome to stay
longer.
WARRIOR AND LAWYER
Capt. Phil Thompson, Sr., Is bead ut
Ilarrodidmrg.
HARRODSBURG, Ky., Nov. 30.—
Capt. Phil Thompson, Sr., veteran of
the Mexican and Civil wars, and a
famous criminal lawyer, died Sable-
day afternoon, aged 89. Funeral set-
vices were held this afternoon.
SAILS FOR SCOTLATO
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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is S ERENGTH
3 Per Cent. Interest on Time Deposits 
( hI
Capital, 560,000.00
Surplus, S75,000.00
This bank ranks among the first in the
whole state of Kentucky in proportion of
suz plus to capital.
In SURPLUS There
Capital, $100,000.00
Surplus, $36,000.00
With the largest .,ombined Capital and Surplus of any
bank in Christian: county, supplbel with modern turglar
proof safe and vault, we are prepared to OFFER OUR DE-
POSITORS EVERY PROTECTION FOR THEIR MONEY
Bank 01 Hopkinsville mt.
3 per Cent. Interest on Time Certificates 4.
of Deposit
HENRY C. GANT, President.
J. E. MoPHERSON, Cashier. 4r
H L. McPH ERSON, Asst. CashigN
It 444444 4+4'a
First
National 
Bank
 _4404
11444+0444444144P
UNITED STATEfi,,
DEPOSITARY
The Only National Bank in This dommuvity
Capital $75,000.00
Surplus. $25,000.00
Stockholders Liability $75,000.00
Has a regular Savings Bank departillent.
Three per cent interest paid on savings
and time deposits. $1 onens an account..
GEO. C. LONG, President.
Ky 
THOS. W. LONG, Cashier
BAILEY RUSSELL, Asst. Gash.
Carrie A: Nation Takes Her Hatchet ,,-•-•40-0-..-.,-•-•- -•••
+-*-4-+-4-•-•-•-•-•-‘4-4'.4""4%.'...."4'..+04+64".÷444101
i
With Her.
NEW YORK, Nov. 30.—Carrie A.
Nation with her hatchet has sailed for
Scotland, where she will deliver a
series of lectures.
GOES TO PEMBROKE
Mrs. Jernigan Takes Charge of McCar-
ley Company's Books.
Mrs. Ida Jernigan will leave today
for Pembroke where she will have
charge of the books of the McCarley
Hardware company. Mrs. Jernigan is
a very popular and capable lady and I
her host of friends here regret her de-
parture. Pembroke was for several
years her home and she will be given
a hearty welcome by the people of that
city.
 
0 
OeWitt's Kidney and Bladder Pills
FOR BACKACHE
WANTED
500 BARRELS OF CORN .01
Highest Market Price Will Be Paid.
Telephone 236.
MONARCH Grain Co
(Incorporated)
,51t/eYizd
LOCKYEAR'S BUSINESS COLLEGE
 
 EVANSVILLE, INDIANA 
"A SCHOOL WITH A REPUTATION"
LARGE ATTENDANCE
NINE TEACHERS
FIFTY TYPEWRITERS
LESSONS BY MAIL
SENO FOR NEW CATALOG
pat',iatzt,a, ,
Saimat-
•
ge\.,
ace
•
0,114.
- *-1.1 •Timotaw•ramir••••••••••••••••••-wqr.r
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Winfree 16 Knight BY DR. GEOUHI MEANS SPEEDY TRIAL FOR
Real ,Estate. SLAYERS OF CARMACK
Fine farm of 881 acres on Clarks-
ville Pike about 6 miles from Hop- A
kinsville, well improved, plenty of
good water and timber, an ideal
stock farm. Price $45 per acre.
A good farm of 1,96 acres of land 2
miles from Hopkinsville on a turn- iHeard By a Lar
ge Congregation at the
pike road. Christian Church—A Delightful
Farm of 193 acres of land near
,Swift Ford, good dwelling, tenant 
Musical Program.
kouse, good tobacco barn, stable,
timber and water; will be sold cheap
Farm has two sets improvements There was a large congregation at
two good tot acco barns, fine stable
60 acres of timber, good stock water. 
the Union Thanksgiving service held
Will be sold for $6,000. Thursday morning at the
 Christiaa
A fine farm of 206 acres of land church.
'Within three miles of Hopkiusville Dr. George H. Means, of the Meth-
ola a good turnpike. Has a new cot- odist church, delivered a strorg and
tage house of five rooms, tobacco
barn, stable, cabin and all necessary 
impressive discourse aro? the musical
outhouses. Will sell 140 or 150 acres program w
as delightful. Dr. Means
if desired. Very desirable property said in part:
In good neighborhood. "We should be thankful for nation i.1
112 acres of land 3 nines from Hop- prosperity.
kinsville, Ky., on the Cox Mill road. 
This land is good red clay subsoil, 
"Greece and Rome in the plentitude
and lies well and is in good condi_ of their power
 were not so prosper-
Sion, fronts about 3i mile on good ous as is this country today. We are
pike, makes a No. 1 small farm for
any purpose. 
at peace with all mankind. The ave-
nues of commerce are opened up to
Fine farm of 439 acres at Herndon,
Ky., 370 acres cleared, 116 acres tim- 
every part of the habitable globe.
her. This farm is fine land wiih Our ministers in 
foreign courts, our
good improvements and well fenced subjects in foreign countries, our
and in good heart and will be sold at ships In foreign seas, are alike re-
a bargain as a whole or divided into
several tracts. 
spected, and our independance recog-
1st tract 268 acres 200 cleared has a 
nized. Amid torrid sands, and artic
good dwelling 6 rooms, 3 halls, por_ iceburgs, the n
ation's flag is unfurled
()hes, fine new stable, coat s700, new and our people find ample protection
barn, 3 cabins, cow house and ma- beneath its folds. NASHVILLE, Tenn., Nov. 27.—Dec.
chine shed, poultry house, smoke
house and coal house. Never fail- 
"Political idfferences bursting into 8, the date set for the trial of Duncan
ing spring and cisterns, discord, is soon or 
late a nation's fate. B. Cooper, Robin Cooper and John D.
2nd tract, 70 acres all cleared with A few years ago this 
country found it- Sharp on a charge of murder, is buf
good frame house and good tobacco self in the throes of a civil war; but eleven days away.
barn, when the end came, the cool, Calm This is just one month, lacking one
400 acres desirable farming land
In Montgomery county, Tenn., 
judgment of our better natures pre- day, from the time Senator Carmack
beavly timbered, 10 miles from 
vailed, and we gave to honest patriots was assassinated. It will take, no
Howell, Ky., price $7.00 per acre. . their due, for, doubt, some time to try the case, but
Farm of 248%acres 6 miles east of "Time to us this truth hath brought, it is probable that within less than
Hopkinsville on the Edwards Mill It is a truth that's worht revealing, sixty days from the time the crime
road, well improved with house 13i
STRONG THANKSGIVING DIS-
COURSE IS DELIVERED.
etories, 6 rooms, 3 halls, pantry and 
More evil is wrought for want of was committeed the courts of the state
i pores, 4 tenant houses, 2 stables, thought, will have passed se
ntence on the mor-
on(' 1 tobacco barn, good orchard of Than from want of feeling.
8 or 4 acres, 25 acres of timber, farm "We now know that those who spilt haired men, and short-haired women,
Is well matured and land is in good
part and under good wire fence. 
their blood on the altar of that awful that Christniaity is dying out. Let
900 acres of land in Christian coun_ holicaust were since
re, whether they us see.
ty. 6 miles from I. C. R. R., 350 dwelt beside the frozen lakes of the
acres in cultivation, 660 acres in north, or under the palm trees of the 
":s it dying out in numbers? With-
ti:nber, red oak, white oak, hickor— in the last one hundred years the
ash and poplar. The 1.lace is we 1 
sunny south.
watered awl productive. Has two "And it has come 
to pass, recently, church has received into its fold
good residence, 2 stock barns 3 to- that Democratic governors have re- 
255,000,000 of converts, or more than
bacco barns and 5 tenant houses, ceived overwhelming majorities in in all the eighteen hundred years 
of
and a fine storehouse and a splendid its history combined. Is it dying out
ocation for country store. This 
northern states, and the Republican
arm is underlaid with good coal. A president-elect, has bee
n invited to in influence? There never was a ti $e
Mine has been operated on it for make his temporary home in southern 
whea so many learned, and rich, and
year. Will be sold as a whole or great embraced its
 faith, and advo-
divided. 
cities.
'Farm of 448 acres 3 miles south of 
"It has come to pass that the battle cated its princip
les. Is it dying out
town on good pike. flags tattered and torn, 
on either field, in spirit? There was never a time
Farm of 263 acres well improved have been exchanged by those who 
whcn the church was so orthodox
2 miles east of Pembroke, Ky. fought beneath their folds. and spiritual as it 
is today. Is it dy-
187 acres near Gracey, Ky. "It has come to pass that a chival_ ing out in zeal? Abo
ut twenty years
77% acres 12 miles from Hopkins- ago, the free thinkers of
 the United
ville on Masons Mill road. 
rous south has wept over the bier of 
Sthe martyred McKinley, and the bells tates held a 
convention at Buffalo,
3664 acres on Palmyra road near N. Y. One of their speakers was an-
Oarrettsburg, Ky. 
of a sympathetic north tolled when
, 236 acres good red clay land, well the widow of the c
onfederate leader nouuced to speak on the subject, 'The
improved, plenty of good timber and went on and over, and up. 
Chu:•ches are dying out.' At the same
well watered, 2 miles west of Pem- -It has come to pass that, since time the Methodi
st church held its
broke, Ky. side the general conference in the city of Phil-
140 acres 6 miles north on L. & N. 
that awful struggle, side by
B. R. 
heroes of this strife have met a for- adelphia, and whil
e the speaker at
246 acres good improvements, 7 c'
elan foe; and side by side many of the Free Thinker's 
convention was on
t
miles west of Hopkinsville. Price them lie, the heroes of 
a common the platform, trying to prove that the
41600. cause. And around our firesides, with 
chuices were 'dying out,' Bishop Me-
lia acrmi 13 miles out on Johnsons dimmed eyes, and tremb
ling voices, Cabe sent this telegram singing along
Mill road. Price $750. the blue and the gray recall the bit- the wire: 'All
 hail the power of Jesus
43 acres 1 mile from Hopkinsville ter past, and back into the starless 
name, we are building three a day.'
on pike. night of oblivion they drive the And it was true th
en—it is true now.
102 a° azis 2 miles from town. spectre of hate forever. 
The M. E. Church North builds three
107 acres 23. miles S. W. of Crot- "Our heroes have fallen and wheth- 
churches a day. The M. E. Church
ton. K3'., on Trade Water, good im- er under the stars and stripes, or South builds two a day,
 and no doubt
provements, stars, or star sand bars, they died for other denominations
 are doing equally
325 acres 3 miles south of Hop" liberty, they died for us. as well, accordin
g to their wealth and
kinsville on pike.
263 acres 6 miles north of town. 
"On fame's eternal camping ground, numbers. I believe
 that in the United
Their silent tents are spread, States alone every time
 the clock
680 e.cr.mi 2 miles from Fairview,
. Ky., one of the finest tracts of land 
And glory keeps her guard around, strikes 12 twelve new c
hurches point
In Kentucky. 
The bivouac of the dead. their salent spires to God. And Yet,
211 t cres 6 miles south of Hopkins- 
"And over their graves fair hands we are told that Christianity 
is dying
ville. have scattered the 
flowers or gati- out. Is it dying out in prospects?
428 acres 6 miles southeast of Hop- 
tude, watered by the tears of sacred The Jews are making 
concessions to
kinsville, Ky., well improved. memory. Let no man lift his 
hand Christianity. In all the large cities
• 100 acres 1 mile from Gracey, Ky. to disturb the angel of 
peace, that the reformed Jews are observing our
. 180 acres fine land, well improved, broods over the homes 
of the living, Sabbath, and the most famous of all
4 miles from Hopkinsvill a on pike. and graves of the dead. 
their Rabbis said in London, a few
46 acres 6 or 6 miles from town on "Under the sod and dew, awaiting the da3 s 
ago, that the time was near at
i Kirk mansville road, good improve- judgment day, hand when the bulk of the Jewish
men ts. 1'rice $700. Under the one the blue, under the people would come to Christianity in
386 acres 6 miles from city on the other the gray. a body. Heathenism is crumbling t
o
Clarksville pike. Price $50 per acre.
; 
"We should also thank God for re- its downfall. A few years ago, Bishop
About 239 acres on Clarksville 
pike 4 miles from Hopkinsville, 
ligious liberty. Haven, standing before the larges
t
well improved, fine land, $65 per "The Catholic cathedral, the prot- 
temple of Buddahism, said to the at-
acre. Rstant chapel, the Jewish synagogue, te
nd!ng priest: 'This building is very
276 acres fine land on Clarksville the Mahomedan mosque, 
the Chinese old, will it stand much longer?' The
pike, 135 acres in fine timber. josh-house, and the heathen pagoda prieet replied 'no.' Why?'
 asked the
8734 acres 3 miles south of Hop- stand alike, unmolested, by citizen or bish
op. Turing his face to the east,
' kinsville, about 3 acres in timber. soldier. the p: lest pronounced one 
word,
145 acres Oi miles south of Hop- ,'Freedom of worship, freedom of 'Jesus,' 
and walked sway.
i kinsville, Ky. speech, freedom of action all alike en- "Yes, heathenism is doomed. The
1 '5 acres on Princeton road, 12 joy, while our hardy sons of the toil
miles from Hopkinsville, Ky., 26 
heathen father no longer places his
paying notill the production soil,
acres in timber, well improved and 
son on the altar, and whips him and
battom land, $30 per acre. 43 acres tribute to a royal pauper, knowing scourges him, until his 
entrails can
about 1 :mile from above tract, 10 that be scan through the quivering flesh
acres cleared balance in timber. 
Price $15 per acre. 
"Princes and lords, are but the breath The Egyptian mother no longer wan-
,
Good3 room house on Oneal Ave., 
of kings, ders along the Nile, weeping for her
in good repair, with all necessary An honest man's the noblest work of 
child, which she, in a moment of sup-
out houses, stable ond cistern. Price God erstitious 
frenzy, gave to its waters,
$700. This is a bargain.
"We should be thankful for relig- 
Juggernaut no longer thunders along
i FOR SALE—Fine farm of 400 acres bus progress. 
the highway crushing out human life.
two miles East of Pembroke. Finely
mprove d and in good state of culti- "There never was a time when the 
The witches are gone. The Fates
vation ; 76 acres in fine timber. Price ministry was so active, the members 
have departed. Jupiter's nod on long-
$15 per acre. so zealous, Christian work so effective, 
er shakes the earth. Diana sleeps be-
For Sale—One of the best homes converts so numerous, revenues so 
neath the desert sands, and Charons'
in Kelley's Station, Ky. House with great, and the outlook so hopeful. 
boat has stranded on the shores of
6 rooms and hall, good out houses Never a time when so many churches 
time. But supreme, majestic, sits
and 6 acres of land.
were being built, 
enthorned, the Christ of history, 'the
so many Bibles pub-
, Fine tract of Texas land located in Lord of Lords, and King of Kings.'iidh
! 
e, so many miss onaries sent to 
one of the best sections of the state 
lis 
"If we cannot see anything in these
1 
foreign lands, so much contributed to 
near railroads and good town. Fine 
 things to be thankful for, we can only
1
i water. Will consider exchange for 
their support, and so many sinners be aroused from our deadness by the
:
I Christian county, Ky., property. coming i
nto the fold. thrilling thunders of the last judg-
I "And yet we are told by a few long-
, WINFREE lc KNIGHT. ment."
41 4
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ROBIN COOPER.
Young lawyer of Nashville, Tenn.,
who must stand trial for shooting to
death ex-Senator Edward W. Carmack.
COLONEL DUNCAN B. COOPER.
Political criticisms of Colonel Dun-
can B. Cooper in the Nashville Tenneu-
seean, edited by former Senator Ed-
ward W. Carmack, led to the fatal
shooting of the latter by Colonel Coop-
er's young son, Robin Cooper,
40.06.
derers. This will be a case of meting
out justice promptly.
The defendants were not expecting,
according to the statement of their at-
torneys, that the case would be set
for trial so soon. It was stated at
the time the attorney general asked
that the case be set for Dec. 8 that it
was "understood" it would not set un-
til the January term of court. But it
appears that this "understanding" was
not one with which the prosecution
had anything to do.
TROOPS ARE LEAVING
MAJOR BASSETT IS EXECUTING
THE OFFICIAL ORDERS.
Soldiers at Hickman and Cadiz are
First to Break Camp—Have Made
Many Friends.
(From Friday's Daily)
Major E. B. Bassett who is in
charge of the troops which have been
on duty in Western Kentucky to quell
the night rider disturbances, is put-
ting into execution the orders of Ad-
jutant General Johnston for the with-
drawal of the larger part of the sol-
diers. '
The detachments of the Pineville
company stationed at Hickman and
Cadiz will break camp today and pro-
ceed to Hopkinsville. They will de-
posit their equipment here and, then
leave for home. The various detach-
ments at Princeton, Dawson, Cobb,
Gracey, Golden Pond, the Star Lime
works and elsewhere will also be re-
lieved of duty at once, and on next
Monday there will be no camps of
soldiers in Western Kentucky except
at Murray in Calloway county and
Eddyville, in Lyon county, where con-
ditions are still regarded as critical.
The result of the withdrawal of the
troops is a matter of conjecture.
Many citizens believe that night rid-
ing in Kentucky is a thing of the past;
many others fear that new outrages
will be committeed as soon as the
troops depart. With the exception of
the murders at Hickman, the last
night rider crimes in this region were
the raids last summer at Gracey,
Otter Pond and Cerulean, where the
Illinois Central depots were burned
because the railroad company per-
mitted troops to camp on their right
of way. •
The orders for the removal of the
soldiers came as a surprise to the
citizens generally and in some places
urgent appeals by wire and mail were
sent to the governor begging him to
keep the troops on duty. He, howev-
er, has replied that he believes it best
to have Gen. Johnston's original or-
der carried out. The numerous de-
tachments and their officers have ren-
dered excellent service in perserving
order since they have been on guard
duty. They have undergone hardships
without complaining, and have at
night been almost contivally in the
saddle, patrolling a large part of the
night rider districts.
The hostility of the people in some
sections at first made their perform-
ance of duty exceedingly ardous
and unpleasant, but the courtesy and
conduct of the soldiers have caused
a change of sentiment almost every-
where, and they will carry with them
to their homes general good will and,
from hundreds of citizens, whose
property, and persons they have pro-
tected, lasting gratitude.
•iears the
iigsature
GIRL'S TRAGIC ACT
KILLS HERSELF WHEN DENIED
HER SWEETHEART.
Miss Eva 'McKnight, Formerly a Daw-
son Belle, Commits Suicide at
Harrisburg, Ill.
DAWSON SPRINGS, Nov. 27.—Be-
cause she was ,prohibited from marry-
ing the man she loved by her mother,
who desired her to wed another, Miss
Eva McKnight, of Harrisburg, Ill.,
committed suicide at that place by
taking a large quantity of wood alco-
hol and in a few minutes she was a
corpse. The story of the tragedy
reads like fiction, in which disappoint-
ed lovers choose death rather than
life without the one on whom their
affections are bestowed. The girl's
love was like Tennyson's "Brook,"
and rather than offend her mother she
preferred to atone for her wrong by
ending her life. A paralell case is
found in Hawthorne's "Scarlet Letter."
Joseph McKnight, who was born
and reared at Dawson Springs, was
a prosperous merchant and married
a beautiful woman. Of this union one
child, a daughter, resulted. Several
years ago the family moved to Har-
risburg, Ill., and have since made that
place their home. Their daughter had
reached the age of 18 years and was
considered the belle of that section.
She moved in the best society and in
a short time fell in love with a young
tap. Her mother favored the snit
of another man, but the girl did not
love him. As time passed she wanted
to marry the man of her choice, but
her mother objected and said that
she should wed the man she preferred.
The woman received the attentions
of both men, although her heart was
longing for only one. She would not
forbid the man whom her mother fa-
vored to cease his attentions for fear
of offending her mother. The young
man who was the choice of the girl
called at her home Sunday night and
shortly after he departed Eva took
wood alcohol. Being unable to marry
the one she loved the girl chose death.
The parents are prostrated with grief.
The remains arrived in this city
from Illinois and were accompanied
by both of the men and her mother.
Mr. McKnight was ill and unable to
come. Interment occurred at River-
side cemetery.
, The tragic death of the young
woman has cast a deep gloom over
this community, where she was a fa-
vorite with everyone. All the busi-
ness houses closed their doors during
the funeral as a mark of respect to
the deceased.
The Truth
Every person in this city who is suf.
fering from Eczema, Pimples, Dand-
ruff or any form of skin or scalp dis-
ease, can find relief and be permanent-
ly cured by Zemo, a clean liquid for
external usc. All durggists sell ZENO
Sold by Anderson & 'Fowler Drug
Incorporated.
Notice, Chicken Raisers
4-11-44 cures cholera, gapes, roup,
canker and limberueck. Price b0c.
No cure, no pay. Guaranteed by
L. L. Elgin.
CURES GAPFS INSTANTLY.
Bardstown, Ky., May 4,1908.
One drop of 4-11-44 dropped down
the bill of a gaping chicken kills the
worm and relieves the chicken in-
stantly. When fed in feed or water
it is the best preventative I have
ever known. WILL COOMBS. 3m
Eczema is Curable
zEMO, a scientific preparation for
external use. Stops itching instantly
and destroys the germs that cause skin
diseases. Eczema quickly yields and is
permanently cured by this remarkable
medicine. All Druggists. Write for sam-
ple. E. W. Rose Med. Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Sold by Anderson & Fowler Drug
Co., incorporated.
Country Produce
Wanted by W. P. Qualls, Grocery
on 6th street, dealer in staple and
fancy groceries. Cash or exchange
for produce. w2mo
Itching Skin Diseases
Are readily cured by Zemo. A liquid
for external use. Zemo gives instant
relief and permanently cures any form
of Itching, Skin or Scalp disease. All
Druggists. Write for sample. E. W.
Rose Med. Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Sold by Anderson &• Fowler Drug
Co., incorporated
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IN FRIEND'S HANDS.
HARRIS IS RECEPTIVE CANDID 1TE
FOB U. S. SENATE.
Governor of Ohio Is Willing to Be the
Successor of Fire-Alarm
Foraker.
COLUMBUS, 0., Nov. 28.—Gov. An-
drew L. Harris has come forward with
the definite announcement that he is a
receptive candidate for the U. S. Sen-
ate to succeed Senator Foraker.
The,. immediate occasion for the
statement, was brought about by a
GOVERNOR HARRIS.
large number of conferences here
Wednesday between the governor and
Senators Foraker and Dick.
conferences might be misconstrued as
conferences might be miscoustrued as
indicating that he had consented to
a deal with the two senators, he issued
the following statement:
"Appreciating as I do, the requests
of friends and members of the legisla-
ture, I have yielded to the extent of
becoming a receptive candidate, but
I have no coalition with any other
candidate for United States senator,
and I am in no sense opposed to any
of them. I had nothing to db in bring-
ing about any of the conferences here
in this city this week, and nothing was
done at any of them so far as I am
concerned."
WHY, SUFFER!
Breathe Hyomit and Kill the Loath-
some Catarh Germ.
Just as long as you have catarrh
your nose will itch, your breath will
be foul, you 'will wi hawk and spit, and
you will do Other disgusting things
because you cant' help yourself. The
germs of catarrh have got you in
their pOwer; 'they are continually and
persistently dliking into and irri-
tating the =anis membranes of your
nose and thiaiati.`' They are now mak-
ing your life rEfserable; in time they
will sap your' etidre system of its en-
ergy, its stienkih, its vigor and vi-
If you do not 'kill the loathsome
germs of catarrh, their desperate as-
saults will in iime undermine your
reason, rob ylitir brain of its bril-
liancy and activity, and leave you not
only a physical' but a mental wreck.
This picture is not overdrawn; the
writer has seen' thousands of just
such cases. He' has personally expe-
rienced the demoralizing results that
come from the ravishing attacks of
the horible catarrh germs, the great-
est pest of civilized nations.
But there is one remedy that will
kill the germs and cure catarrh, and
that is Hyomei, the Australian dry
air treatment. There may be other
remedies, but they are not guaran-
teed as L. L. Elgin, the druggist, will
guarantee Hyomei to cure catarrh, or
money back. Don't delay this pleas-
ant antiseptic treatment. Every day
you allow these germs to exist in your
system brings you nearer to complete
demoralization. Mr. Elgin will sell
you a complete Hyomei outfit for only
$1.00. Ask him about it. It is also
guaranteed to cure bronchitis, asth-
ma, coughs, colds and hay fever.
m-w-f
Fine Assessed.
Flem McReynolds, colored, pleaded
guilty yesterday on two charges of
selling liquor without the necessary
license. He was fined 22.50 in each
case and being unable to pay it he
was sent to the workhouse oh a con-
tract calling for forty-five days of
work.
DIES FROM INFIRMITIES,
CADIZ, Ky., Nov. 27.—Mr. John R.
Futrell, one of Trigg county's oldest
and most highly respected citizens,
died Tuesday evening at his residence
about seven miles southwest of here,
of the infirmities of old age. He had
never been married.
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A Great Sale of
LADIES' SUITS!•
Last week our Mr. Anderson was in New York and closed out several lines of Ladies'
Fine Tailored Suits at about 1-3 of their real value. The tailoring is the very best, the
materials the newest, and those who know Mr. Anderson need no assurance that the
prices were "rock bottom." Mr. Anderson has a weakness for this store and always
sends the best o f everything to to us, so you may be sure that these garments are absolutely right.
Friday and Saturday,
We put them on sale, and you will do well not to delay one hour, for they will be sold in a giffy.
Twelve ladies' beautiful quality cloth and
serge suits, plain tailored and fancy trimmed;
grey, brown, wine, green, navy and black;
worth 22.50 to 25.00, at
$17.50
Fourteen ladies' splendid quality tailored suits,
all shades, richly lined, superbly toilored,worth
27.50, go on sale Wednesday morning at
$20.00
Sixteen ladies' finest quality tailored suits,
cloths and fancy weave serges, worth 30.00 to
35.00, Wednesday morning at
$25.00
Big lot of our late purchases in suits,all sizes,all colors, put into this sale at much reduced price. COME FRIDAY,
for these two days will see many of the best suits go.
j•
FARMERS ARE ASKED
State Superintendent of Public In-
struction J. G. Crabbe, is sending out
a letter calling attention to the sug-
gestions of President Roosevelt that
the farmers of the country hold meet-
ings for the purpose of considering
questions which the county life com-
mission named by the president, is
studying. Supt. Crabbe covers the
field in his letter, which is as follows:
,,Dear Sir—President Roosevelt has
suggested that the commission on
qaountry life 'ask the farmers to come
together in the several school districts
of the country so that they may meet
and consider' the questions concerning
• which the commission is secking in-
' formation. The president desires that
these discussions be held Lot later
than Saturday. December 5.
'I am writing you to request that
you suggest to the school officers, or
other leading citizens, in the several
school districts, to laeet in their school
houses, or other customory meeting
places and discuss the general eco-
nomic, social, sanitary or educational
conditions of country life in their re-
spective neighboa hoods. The presi-
dent suggests the following topics:
"The efficiency of the rural schools;
farmers' organizations; the question
, of farm labor; the need of good roads;
Improved postal facilities; nitary
• conditions on the farm.'
I "The commission has issued a series
• of questions on which information is
desired. Copies of these questions
{which are in the nature of sugges-
tions) may be secured by addressing
the commission. :)t Washington.
"The commission desires to have the
judgments of competent men and wo-
men on any- of these great public
questions, and to receive suggestions
as to whether the government can
aid in improving any of the conditions
of country life. The commission de-
sires that a brief statement of the
general conclusions arrived at in these
discussions be sent to the office in
Washington.
"This letter is sent to all county
superintendents, or equivalent officers,
In the United States, in order that
these subjects may be everywhere
discussed practically simultaneously.
The commission asks your co-opera-
tion in securing these meetings, in the
Interest of public good. The meet-
ings should be held not later than the
first week in December.
"The whole success of the work of
the commission depends' on the atti-
tude of co-operation of the farming
people of the United States The,
commission represents them and it
needs their suggestions.
Yours very truly,
"J. G. CRABBE,
"Supertintendent."
ANDERSON & COMPANY.
dirM1111.....".01g.or
A1 S. OF E. MEETING
Called to Meet at Bluff Springs Sat-
urday, Dec. 5th, 1908.
A meeting of the American Society
of Equity of Christian county is here-
by called to meet at Bluff Springs, Ky.,
on Saturday, December 5th, 1908, at
2 o'clock, p. m., for the purpose of
deciding on some very important mat-
ters.
The committeemen are urged to all
be present as we want to consider the
selling and handling the present crop
of tobacco. Yours very truly,
H. C. HELSLEY.
Co. Pres. A. S. of E.
Watches, Clocks and Jewelry re-
paired at
FORBES MFG. CO., Incorporated.
NEAR DEATH'S 1)CIOR
Doctor Said Mrs. Lucier's Stomach
Was Worn Out, But M1-o-na
Cured Her.
Why, oh why will people of intelli-
gence continue to suffer with dyspep-
sia or distressing stomach troubles,
when M1-o-na, the only scientific rem-
edy, has a record of thoussnds of just
such cures as the following:
"I was near I.,
death's do ir. The
loctor said 1141 t Aft
ttime all he eon! c;
that my atom:tell
wtts w
Out. I was so weak
could not walk.
I took MI- o-na tah-
iet,4,:se d have beet"
eating hearty e'er
TItIqq. and Ian)
able to work li)e
a tiger. I wish I con1,1 go and thank
you myself. 1 send you my picture,
add you can use my word and tn.%
picture, and I thank you again."—
Mrs. Nelson Lucier, 112 Fisk St.,
Athol, Mass.
Mi-o-na cures dyspepsia. There
isn't a particle -Nf doubt about it;
and if any of the readers of the New
Era are suffering from stomach
trouble of any kind, L. L. Elgin will
sell you a box of Mi-o-na for 50
cents with an absolute guarantee of
relief, or money back. In many cases
one box will effect a permanent
cure; in chronic conditions more is
necessary. But one thing is certain:
one box of Mi-o-na will make you feel
so much better and brighter, so much
more energetic, that you will not give
it up until cured .
Mi-o-na is not a digester. Digesters
never cured dyspepsia, and never will.
Mi-o-na is a stomach strengthener
that builds up the worn out, flabby
inside of the stomach, and makes the
stomach strong enough to perfectly
digest what you eat. t-t-s
NOTICE.
All persons holding claims against
the estate of Dr. A. A. Hendrix, de-
ceased, are hereby warned to file
same with me properly proven on or
before January 15, 1909, and all per-
sons indebted to the said A. A. Hen-
drix wil lararnge to settle with me on
or before said date.
D. T. CRANOR.
Administrator of A. A. Hendrix, dec'd.
w3t
Will Wed.
A license has been issued for the
marriage of Morris Sanders and Miss
Piercie Wright.
•
A Big Hog Killing
That's what yen' make if you use
the Enterprise Lard Presser, with
sausage grinder attachment. On a
killing of 20 hogs it will easily pay
for itself.
FORBES MFG. CO., Incorporated.
New Physician.
Dr. Jo M. Ferguson, who until re-
cently held the position of first assist-
ant physician at the Western Ken-
tucky Asylum for the Insane left yes-
terday for his home in Muhlenburg
county. He is succeeded by Dr. Camp-
bell, of Bowling Green.
Marry at Courthouse.
Joseph L. Reynolds and Miss Sarah
F. White, both of the Era neighbor-
hood, were married at the courthouse
this morning by County Judge Prowse.
The groom is fifty-two years of age
and a prosperous farmer of his sec-
tion. The bride is twenty-seven and
Ian attractive lady.Christmas Stamps.
Announcement is made that the
Christmas stamps are on sale at the
following drug stores:
L. L.•Elgin, Cook & Higgins, R. C.
Hardwick, Anderson & Fowler, Martin
& Boyd, J. 0. Cook, L. A. Johnson, and
at Hopper & Kitchen's book store. 1
Morris Chairs
Adjustable and foot rest,with
or without rockcrs. Oak, Ma-
hogany, Early Eng. Oak. Try
• one; it will please him.
Lieut. Riley.
Lieut. Napolen Riley, U. S. A., and
wife, will arrive next week to visit
Capt. J. W. Riley's family in the New-
stead vicinity. Lieut. Riley has a
three months' furlough, which he will
spend mainly at his old home in Chris-
tian county. He is stationed at FL
Cook, Neb. Lieut. and Mrs. Riley are
in New York, having gone there from
Philadelphia, where last Saturday they
witnessed the Army and Navy football
game. The young officer was formerly
a member of the West Point eleven.
MITT'S CARBULIZED WITCH HAZEI
SALVE For Piles, Burns. Boma.
Ladies Desks
We have just received a new
line in Mission, Early Eng.Oak,
Mahogany and Birdseye Na pie.
Largest assortment in the city.
Try one; it will please her.
In fact we have the Largest and Best. Line of Fine and Medium Furniture
that was ever displayed in Hopkinsville. It was bought right and we are
determined to sell it right. Come and make your selection before the rush
and you will have a better chance to please your fancy. Everybody is.invit-
ed to come and inspect it. 'GOODS STORED UNTIL WANTED.
Keach Furniture Company
Both Telephones
11111116.
Hopkinsville, Ky.
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